COMICS SECTION

AAA MILWAUKEE PUBLISHING

THE ARSENIC LULLABIES VOLUME 1: DAMNED LAUGHTER TP
by Douglas Paszkiewicz
Containing the best of the past year of Arsenic Lullabies, plus excerpts from its sister series "Laughter of the Damned." See the Clot, Voodoo Joe and his zombie fetus army, alien centaurs kidnap washed up Hollywood actors and more. Also includes 30 pages never before published!
MATURE READERS
SC, 126pg, b&w	$12.99

AARDVARK VANAHEIM

CEREBUS #293
by Dave Sim with Gerhard
LATTER DAYS: Part 28 (of 35) Twenty action packed pages of Cerebus trying to climb up into his armchair. The countdown to issue 300 (March 2004) continues...  ...t-minus 7 and counting.
b&w, 24pg	$2.25

A-BOMB

LANDIS #2
by Rob Potchak Jr & Owen Gieni
Landis and Tagger attempt to track down the creator of a mysterious virus that could manipulate the way the world exists. The only problem is that Guy also has a problem staying in his skin. One cover by Owen Gieni, and one painted by Denis Lapierre.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

ABSTRACT STUDIO

STRANGERS IN PARADISE VOLUME 3 #60
by Terry Moore
Francine finally ties the knot with Brad. Friends and family gather to celebrate the happy occasion as Francine finally makes her childhood dream come true, to marry a doctor and start a family. But what about Katchoo? Is this the end of a great friendship?
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

AC COMICS

NIGHTVEIL VOLUME 2 #1
by Bill Black
The sexy sorceress is back in her own title again! Nightveil weaves a spell to reunite with her lover, The Black Commando, who is stranded on an alien world on the other side of the galaxy! Includes a re-telling of Nightveil's origin by Mark Heike and Dave Roberts!
b&w, 36pg	$6.95

YANKEE GIRL #1
Problems arise when not one but five star-spangled heroines arrive to fight the crime lords! However, AC fans will be delighted knowing that there's no such thing as "Too Many Yankee Girls!" by Bill Black and Mark Heike.
b&w, 32pg	$5.95

BEST OF THE WEST #38
In this issue: The Durango Kid faces the "Pirates of the Sands!" by Fred Guardineer! Also: Haunted Horseman by Dick Ayers, Redmask by Frank Bolle, B-Bar-B-Riders by Bob Powell, Range Rider by Tony Sgroi, and Tom Mix by Carl Pfeufer!
b&w, 44pg	$6.95

BEST OF THE WEST READERS RODEO ROUNDUP PACK #2
The top Western characters, stories and artists of the Golden Age, in one collection! Durango Kid, Redmask, Haunted Horseman, Roy Rogers, Black Diamond, Wild Bill Pecos, and others! Includes Battle of the Planets #16-34, bagged.
Pack (x19)	$49.95

ELEVEN FROM HEAVEN PACK #1
Nothing but sexy super-heroines in these 11 full-color comics, featuring Synn, Ms. Victory, Blue Bulleteer, Colt and more! Includes Dragonfly #3, 5, & 8, AC #4, Femforce Up-Close #5-7 and #9, Nightveil #6, Whiteheat #2, and Black Diamond #3, bagged.
Pack (x11)	$25.99

AFTER HOURS PRESS

VISUAL REFERENCE FOR COMIC ARTISTS VOLUME 3 CD-ROM
Writer Buddy Scalera took custom pictures of bodybuilders in dynamic super-hero poses in dramatic lighting with interesting objects. Shots include straight on, bird's eye, worm's eye, and more, plus hundreds of useful photos of everyday objects. Contains over 600 photographs!
CD-ROM	$10.00

AIT/PLANET LAR

ASTRONAUTS IN TROUBLE COLLECTIONS
by Larry Young & Charlie Adlard
The critically acclaimed series is now collected in an affordable hardcover! All three stories are included: Live From The Moon, Space: 1959, and One Shot, One Beer, as well as short stories by Brian Wood, Kieron Dwyer, and Darick Robertson. Softcover also available. NOTE: Not actually spiral-bound.
HC, 6x9, 288pg, b&w	$19.95
SC, 6x9, 288pg, b&w	$16.95

ALTERNATIVE COMICS

MY UNCLE JEFF-ALTERNATIVE COMICS EDITION
by Damon Hurd & Pedro Camello
Nominated for the 2003 Eisner Award for "Best Single Issue"! A young man encounters his favorite uncle for the first time in 10 years and reflects on a childhood hero through adult eyes. Resonating with emotion, pain, love, and true sentiment.
b&w, 32pg	$3.95

HUMOR CAN BE FUNNY TP
by Sam Henderson
Collects Sam Henderson's early mini-comics from1996. Henderson's drawing is intentionally crude, but it has the same kind of energy you see in the work of today's best gag cartoonists. Extremely lowbrow humor that almost parodies lowbrow humor!
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$11.95

AMAZE INK/SLAVE LABOR GRAPHICS

AMAZE INK

HIGHWAY 13 #11
By Les McClaine
It's all flying together now! Rick and Garth escape death yet again, only to encounter an even greater danger. Plus, John Rogers' Explorers into Mystery fight for their lives in "Vlkstadt" Part 2.
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

THE WRETCH VOLUME 3: FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE TP
by Phil Hester
The third and final volume of this Eisner nominated series reprints Wretch tales from Nova Volo, Negative Burn, Action Planet, and Shocktrauma Comics. Also features a new Wretch story and cover by Hester. Answer that ubiquitous question: "What's wrong with you, anyway?" by proudly displaying the complete Wretch library.
SC, 64pg, b&w	$6.95

SKELETON KEY VOLUME 1: BEYOND THE THRESHOLD TP NEW PRINTING
by Andi Watson
This is the first of the Skeleton Key trade paperbacks, collecting issues #1-6 of the original series. This is a great looking book with inventive and thoughtful stories for both younger and older readers, as well as men and women, boys and girls.
SC, 96pg (Note Price)	$12.95

FAREWELL GEORGIA #1
by Ben Towle
A raccoon hunting monkey, Ches "Goatman" McCartnet, and an aging and cantankerous Ty Cobb are only a few of the oddball characters you'll encounter in this anthology of four authentic folk legends and tall tales from the American south.
b&w, 48pg, $6.95

OUTLOOK GRIM #2
by Black Olive
Dive deeper into the supernatural world of Wren, the peculiar protagonist hell bent on sending her ghostly houseguests back to the afterlife. Will she succeed in ridding herself of her rambunctious roommates, or will they annoy her to death?
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg, $2.95

THE WAITING PLACE VOLUME 3 TP
by Sean McKeaver & Mike Norton
This final collection wraps up the acclaimed teen drama series. Follow Jeffry, Lora, Jill, Scott, Cullen, and the rest through the cold, harsh winter to the series' final moments, ringing in the New Year. Cover by Norton with an introduction by Jeff Smith.
SC, 160pg, b&w	$15.95

Z? JOHNNY THE HOMICIDAL MANIAC LOGO T-SHIRT
Features the bold Z? logo from the cover of Jhonen Vasquez's Johnny the Homicidal Maniac trade collection.
REG. S-XL	PI
REG. XXL	PI
BABYDOLL S-L	PI

ANARCHY STUDIOS

VAMPI VICIOUS #2
by McKeever, Dogan, & Lau
After Vampi's mysterious cohort destroys their original mission, Vampi, Ix, and Kris turn to lick their wounds, but the vampiric vigilante can't rest. With the doctor's demise, how dark the days are, they can always be darker. Regular cover by series creator Kevin Lau. Limited Edition covers by fan favorite Omar Dogan and Mike Norton. Limited to only 1,500 copies.
REG. CVR.-FC, 32pg	$2.99
DOGAN CVR.-FC, 32pg	$2.99
NORTON CVR.-FC, 32pg	$9.95

XIN: LEGEND OF THE MONKEY KING #1 ALPHA MUSEUM EDITION
by Lau & Madureira
This Museum Edition is limited to 25 and will not be produced again. Printed on the highest quality archival paper, this limited collectibles is individually numbered and includes a Certificate of Authenticity. Cover by Joe Madureira.
FC, 24pg	$275.00

XIN: JOURNEY OF THE MONKEY KING #2 LIMITED EDITION
by Faerber, & Dogan
This limited edition features a new cover by fan-favorite Phil Noto (Danger Girl). Limited to 1,500.
FC, 32pg	$9.95

ANGEL GATE PRESS

BLACK TIDE #7
by Bishop, Breyfogle, Paulsen, & Siles
Hexon Corporation tags Justin as the world's most dangerous terrorist while they take over security contracts for the free world. Meanwhile, Kaila comes face-to-face with someone from her ancient past. Features two covers, one by Norm Breyfogle, and one by Franchesco.
BREYFOGLE CVR.-FC, 32pg	$2.95
FRANCHESCO CVR.-FC, 32pg	$2.95

THE LEGEND OF ISIS POSTER
by Jeremy Roberts
The Egyptian Goddess returns to the printed page this fall! Celebrate her return with this full-color, 24" x 36" poster, by series artist Jeremy Roberts! Features Isis in her classic costume, wielding the powerful Staff of Luxor ready to fight!
Poster, 24x36, FC	$5.95

THE LEGEND OF ISIS T-SHIRT
by R.V. Valdez
Now you can capture the excitement of Isis's return on this new t-shirt, featuring artwork from the original series artist, R.V. Valdez. This 100% cotton t-shirt displays the mighty goddess whom time forgot, in full-color screen-printing. Available in Babydoll and Regular T-Shirt styles.
BABYDOLL-S-M	$19.95
T-SHIRT-L-XL	$19.95
T-SHIRT-XXL	$24.95

ANTARCTIC PRESS

GOLD DIGGER #45
by Fred Perry
Gina encounters Iron Dragons who offer to trade their ancient knowledge for Gina's technological data. They prove quick learners, but things turn darker when Gina discovers they are developing advanced powered armor, potentially threatening all of Jade.
FC, 32pg	$2.99

GOLD DIGGER SWIMSUIT END OF SUMMER SPECIAL 2003
by Various
Summer is about to get hotter! It was impossible to cram all the excellent submissions received into one issue, so once again there's a second GD swimsuit this year! Double the fun!  Double the swimwear!
b&w, 48pg	$4.50

HOW TO DRAW MANGA #25
Artists like Ben Dunn, Fred Perry, Rod Espinosa, Joe Wight, and David Hutchison continue to present a comprehensive guide in mastering the manga style, emphasizing different, useful aspects every issue.
b&w, 32pg	$4.95

JUNCTION 17 #2
by David Hutchison
The neural video game Black Wave is the most popular fighting game in the world, and has made Marcus Carter and his friends into millionaires. Now, an obsessed fan is killing them one by one and it's up to Carter to stop the fan from claiming his next victim!
FC, 32pg (2 of 4)	$2.99

LUFTWAFFE: 1946 POCKET MANGA VOLUME 1
by Ted Nomura & Ben Dunn
In real history, the combined Allied forces stopped Hitler's weapons of mass destruction in 1945. In another past, German testing-stage projects see combat, and one woman's pursuit of Man's origins leads the Nazis to establish a base in Antarctica! Digest size.
SC, 5x7, 130+pg, b&w	$9.99

LUFTWAFFE 1946 #12
by Ted Nomura & Various
In real history, the invasion of Japan was prevented by use of the a-bomb, but in this altered history, America faces a determined enemy desperate to defend itself with suicide weapons and getting outside help! Plus additional works!
b&w, 48pg	$5.95

LUFTWAFFE: 1946 ANIMATION DVD
The parallel-past adventure of Ted Nomura's Luftwaffe: 1946 explodes in living color! Dynamic CG brings you jets that never were soaring across the screen, as people on both sides struggle through a war that wasn't meant to be! Includes over 30 min. of bonus animation and commentary! Approximate running time: 60 minutes.
DVD	SRP: $14.95

LUFTWAFFE: 1946 TECHNICAL MANUAL TP
by Ted Nomura & Justo Mirando
Rocket fighters, flying saucers, the Triebflügel, Amerika Bombers... the drawing boards of the Third Reich were filled with unfinished projects both bizarre and breathtaking. Wonder and shudder at what we might have faced! Collects all six volumes.
SC, 8x11, 288pg, b&w	$21.95

LUFTWAFFE: 1946 CAP
Complete your Luftwaffe Month outfit with a stylish Luftwaffe: 1946 cap!  Show 'em you're ready to face the world  or any other  with this piece of high-class headgear toppin' your noggin!
Hat	SRP: $19.95

LUFTWAFFE: 1946 T-SHIRT
Feeling out of uniform for Luftwaffe Month? Be ready for inspection with this smart Luftwaffe: 1946 T-shirt! A genuine piece of Ted Nomura art gracing your shirt will show the world you're ready to make (alternate) history!
L-XL	SRP: $18.95
XXL	SRP: $19.95

MANGAZINE #47
Ninja High School, Families of Altered Wars, Gold Digger, and Warrior Nun Areala, together in one title every month! It's Mangazine, the biggest package of anime- and manga-inspired comedy, action and adventure in America! Squarebound.
SC, 7x10, 150+pg, PC	$9.99

NEOTOPIA VOLUME 2 #2
by Rod Espinosa
Nalyn and her crew disembark on an uncharted island called Eriden, where they discover an idyllic, civilized paradise. They wonder if this is the legendary Neotopia, the birthplace of the new order. Will they find tranquility or instigate this civilization's downfall?
FC, 32pg	$2.99

NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #109
by Katie Bair
The annual school play is coming, and when Romeo's part goes to a cute guy, the girls and blind ninja boy Yoji start competing for the role of Juliet. But Romeo doesn't want to kiss those girls, nor Yoji! Who'll kiss whom, and what kind of disaster will this play be?
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

POSE FILE MONTHLY #2
Now you can get hundreds of pictures every month of dynamic poses, stylin' costumes, and killer props, shot from more angles than you can handle! See exactly what you need for the perfect perspective to perfect your skills!
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

SHOUJO #2
by Various
Human civilization has been reduced to small, struggling tribes and villages, except Oasis. The fortress-city protects desert survivors and may help renew the world. First, Oasis' detective Kiana must find out who is sabotaging it from within! Bimonthly.
b&w, 48pg	$5.95

TWILIGHT X POCKET MANGA #2
by Joseph Wight
On a post-WWIII Earth dominated by warlords and would-be kings, U.S. Special Forces survivor Jed Saxon flees to the Caribbean, where he finds hope and purpose with the mysterious girl nicknamed "Toots."
Digest, 132+pg, b&w	$9.99

WARRIOR NUN AREALA #20
by Anthony Zicari & Craig Babiar
A mysterious figure named "Evil Straw Jack" is threatening the lives of the good citizens of New York. When Areala is called to investigate the source of Jack's evil, she finds not even her divine powers can overcome his black voodoo!
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

ANTIMATTER/HOFFMAN INTERNATIONAL

MIKE HOFFMAN'S LOST WORLDS OF FANTASY AND SCI-FI #5
by Mike Hoffman
Mike Hoffman's fantastic monthly flagship title explodes yet again across space and time! The buzz on this book is big and growing, and one look will tell you why - it's clearly a labor of love, with some of the best art and story under this or any other sun!
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S WEIRD WORLDS PORTFOLIO
by Mike Hoffman
Six big color plates re-living the excitement and adventure of the old EC Science Fiction cover art of the 1950s! Portfolio comes in an illustrated collector's envelope.
Portfolio, 8x11, FC	$14.95

THE WILD, WILD WORLD OF GUS FINKELSTEIN #1
by Gus Finkelstein
Spooky, creepy and disturbing, Gus' brainchild, Fredd Kupp, wanders a weird world caught between his lost parents and the merciless Lord Black Lung!
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S "REALM OF FANTASY" ART PRINT
by Mike Hoffman
The cover of Mike Hoffman's fourth art book is shown here! A lone barbarian faces the malevolent high priestess of the Sky Palace, defended by her reptilian and feline companions. High-quality 11" x 14" print, shipped in a collector's envelope and limited to 250.
Print, 11x14, b&w	MSRP: $16.00

MIKE HOFFMAN NINE-CARD COLLECTOR'S SET #2
by Mike Hoffman
These mini-sets are perfect for getting familiar with the newest creations from the studio of fantasy artist Mike Hoffman! Each time nine new oil paintings arrive they'll appear in a new set, each in its own special clear plastic nine-pocket sleeve. Limited to 750 sets!
Set	MSRP: $4.95

ANTIPODES PUBLISHING

KNUCKLES THE MALEVOLENT NUN VOLUME 1: NO MORE MRS. NICE NUN TP
by Cornelius Stone & Roger Langridge
Everyone's favorite malevolent nun is back and better than ever! Knuckles kicks the scared cows where they hurt and smashes delicate senilities flat under her hobnailed boots. Collects the best strips and over 60 pages of all-new original material.
MATURE READERS
SC, 160pg, b&w	$19.95

APC

ASSASSIN SCHOOL #2
by Littler, Francisco, & Lynx Studios
It's party time! Stunning art from up and coming superstar, Edu Francisco (Legacy, Victory) and written by TV/film scribe, Phil Littler. Cardstock cover.
FC, 32pg (2 of 3)	$3.50

DARKHAM VALE #2
by Jack Lawrence
A lot of eyes in Darkham Vale are turned towards the new arrivals. Ryan stumbles unknowingly into the "Thropelands," beyond the woods behind the house, where he finds some of Darkham's locals to be a little... aggressive. Cardstock cover.
FC, 32pg (2 of 10)	$3.50

MONSTER CLUB #9
by Richard Emms & Kit Wallis
Monsters are taking over the world! New York City has been targeted by the fiends, and they want the city's power supply! Who ya' gonna call?! The Organization, that's who! No ghost-bustin' here... just monster-mashing mayhem! Cardstock cover.
FC, 32pg	$3.50

ARCHAIA STUDIOS PRESS

ARTESIA AFIRE #3
by Mark Smylie
"The High King"-After questioning the emir F'hed Masur about the Isliklidae king and his cauldron, Artesia and her captains ride to meet the High King and his nobles in a council of war. Arriving at the King's hunting lodge at Regiswal, she is surprised by a fountain spirit, the enchanted trappings of her Middle Kingdom hosts, and the claims of several of their Kings...
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (3 of 6)	$3.95

ARCHIE COMICS

ARCHIE #540
by Craig Boldman & Stan Goldberg
"The Butler Did It": When Archie shows up at Veronica's house the same day Mr. Lodge is hosting an important ambassador, faithful butler Smithers learns his job description includes running interference and being a diplomat, too! "The Man of Mystery": Archie puts on the girls by putting on a "mysterious" act-never realizing Veronica would actually hire investigators to uncover his "deep, dark secret!"
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE & FRIENDS #74
by George Gladir & Rex Lindsey
"A Dog with Byte": When a series of thefts plague Lodge Mansion, Dilton reprograms Veronica's cute, cuddly pet robot-dog into a fearsome guard dog! Can this super-dog "collar" the crooks?
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE DIGEST #201
by Various
The adventures of America's favorite teen continue with new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

ARCHIE'S DOUBLE DIGEST #145
by Various
Double your pages, double your Archie and double your fun in this double digest full of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

BETTY #129
by Various
"The Mystery of History" (by George Gladir & Stan Goldberg): Betty takes her cousin on a "magical history tour" when she relates the tales of the brave female Coopers who played a part in history! "Clothes Call" (by Kathleen Webb & Stan Goldberg): The clothes make the gal, but will Veronica's hand-me-downs make Betty as picky as Veronica?!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA #192
by Various
"A Change of Clothes" (by Kathleen Webb Jeff Shultz): When her car breaks down in the rain and she's forced to borrow clothes from Betty, Veronica ends up all wet-in more ways than one! "Slow Talker" (by Mike Pellowski & Jeff Shultz): Gossip can get old fast-especially if there are speed bumps preventing you from spreading it!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA SPECTACULAR #62
by Dan Parent
"Hail to the Chiefs": It's a homework assignment of presidential proportions when Ms. Grundy asks the class to write about how they'd run the country!  Needless to say, Betty and Veronica have very different ideas on how to be a commander-in-chief!  Can Betty's fair, benevolent platform compete with Veronica's decisive, forceful, and opinionated style?  The White House will never be the same!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA DIGEST #141
by Various
Bright and brassy, bold and beautiful, blonde and brunette - teen dream queens Betty and Veronica romp through this collection of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

BETTY & VERONICA DOUBLE DIGEST #118
by Various
What's better than a digest full of those teen dream queens Betty and Veronica? A double-digest full of them! Featuring new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

JUGHEAD'S DOUBLE DIGEST #97
by Various
It's double-decker sandwiches and double-trouble as the irrepressible Jughead tilts the laugh-o-meter in this uproarious collection of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

JUGHEAD WITH ARCHIE DIGEST #188
by Various
If you think Archie gets into trouble on his own, check out the action when he teams up with Jughead! Featuring new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

LAUGH DIGEST #187
by Various
The timeless high school hijinx of the entire Riverdale gang are highlighted in this hilarious collection of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

PALS-N-GALS DOUBLE DIGEST #78
by Various
The spotlight is on the wonderful cast of Archie supporting characters, in this double digest featuring new stories and classic tales.
Digest, FC	$3.59

SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH VOLUME 2 #49
by Abby Denson & Holly Golightly
"Zap Happy!": When Sabrina overuses her powers for even the most mundane tasks, she sprains her "zap" muscle and can't zap anymore!  Will this be a long-term problem or simply a momentary magical malfunction?  Will Sabrina get her "zap" back before the Charm School finals or will her Aunts have to resort to a "Witch Dr.?!"
FC, 32pg	$2.19

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #127
by B. Lee, Lim, Tomas & Pepoy
Sonic's space odyssey continues as he crash-lands on a strange planet... a planet that evolves faster than Sonic can even run! What can Sonic do while whole civilizations rise and fall around him!? More importantly, what do the inhabitants of the planet think of our trespassing hedgehog? It's sci-fi with a Sonic spin! PLUS: "Sonicspy vs. Knucklespy" (by Michael Gallagher & Dave Manak): It's "humor in a jugular vein" that will drive you "mad" with laughter as we skewer one of our favorite cartoon strips!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

VERONICA #144
by Dan Parent
"Let the Games Begin": When the gang compete on a TV game show where contestants must answer questions about their friends, Veronica learns she might just be a teeny, tiny, bit self-centered!  Can Veronica learn enough about her friends before getting voted off the show... and will it be more than she wants to know?!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE 2004 CALENDAR
Put your game face on every day of the week with Archie and his friends. The timeless comic book teens from Riverdale High enjoy a different sport each month. Illustrated in popular Archie Comic style, the 16-month calendar features action-packed sports like snowboaring, hockey, baseball, golf, tennis, football, basketball, soccer, and more!
Calendar, 11x12, 28pg, FC	$10.95

ARIEL PRESS

RAVEN #3
by Vince Danks, Roger Gibson, & Ian Forster; Cover by Steve Ditko
Still determined to be the best Saturday night's television you'll ever see, Raven #3 continues the intriguing Sapphire thriller with two related stories, backed up as ever by the penultimate episode of the gothic horror strip, "The Bishop."
b&w	$1.95

ASPEN ENTERTAINMENT

SOULFIRE #1
by Jeph Loeb, Michael Turner, & Peter Steigerwald
Magic is no longer a Myth... Superstar artist Michael Turner teams with Eisner Award winning writer Jeph Loeb! Magic, myth, and mystery collide in a new kind of adventure series where nothing is as it seems and the fate of the universe hangs by a thread. Also available signed by Michael Turner with a Certificate of Authenticity; or get both covers of the premier issue signed as a set with a Certificate of Authenticity.
REG. FC, 32pg	$2.99
SGN. FC, 32pg 	$24.99
SGN. SET 	$39.99

SOULFIRE #1 PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE COVER EDITION
by Jeph Loeb, Michael Turner, & Peter Steigerwald
A Previews Exclusive! You saw the exclusive preview in Wizard, you voted for it, and now it's here - the first new series from Aspen: Soulfire! Superstar artist Michael Turner and Eisner Award winning writer Jeph Loeb team up to bring you the premiere issue of a new kind of adventure series, where magic and mystery prevail, nothing is as it seems, and the fate of the universe hangs by a thread! This incredible exclusive cover - created especially for Previews! - showcases Soulfire as never before seen! Firmly securing itself as the benchmark from which all future Soulfire covers will evolve from, make sure to order your copy of the Soulfire #1 Previews Exclusive cover edition today!
FC, 32pg	$3.50

AVATAR PRESS

FRANK MILLER'S ROBOCOP #2
by Frank Miller & Juan Jose Ryp
The Robo-action continues with more pure Frank Miller insanity! OCP has a major problem on their hands with cops on strike and a Robocop that won't do their evil bidding. So they bring in a group of army mercenaries to kill everyone who is breaking laws! All the while they are developing the next generation of Robocops. But Murphy won't stand by and watch all this happen in his city! This series continues to take the original Frank Miller Robocop story and faithfully adapt it into comics form by Steven Grant in order to capture every bit of the frenzied flavor that Miller wants!
MATURE READERS
MILLER CVR.--b&w, 32pg (2 of 9)	$3.50
RYP WRAPAROUND CVR.--b&w,32pg (2 of 9)	$3.50

STARGATE SG-1 CONVENTION SPECIAL
by James Anthony & Renato Guerdes
The first Stargate SG-1 comic is available right here! This Convention Special features an all-new full color story as well as tons of information on the new line of Stargate SG-1 comics that launches this fall! Pinned down by enemy fire Teal'c and Master Bra'tac face certain death. The only thing standing between their capture and execution as traitors to the murderous Goa'uld Apophis is Colonel Jack O'Neill and the SG1 team. Can the upstart warriors of Earth save the fledgling resistance movement or will the hopes of freedom for the Jaffa be crushed beneath the boots of Goa'uld oppression once and for all?
REG. CVR-FC, 16pg	$2.99
PHOTO CVR.-FC, 16pg	$3.95

WARREN ELLIS'S STRANGE KILLINGS: STRONG MEDICINE #3
by Warren Ellis & Mike Wolfer
Warren Ellis' Combat Magician, William Gravel, may have a bigger problem than he can deal with. London is consumed by race riots and the hatred has spread to even the police who are now fighting each other. Gravel has finally figured out who is behind it all, but it turns out to be the one person he prayed wouldn't be involved. Someone with more experience than Gravel himself has. The horrific conclusion is finally here, not for the faint of heart.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR.--b&w, 32pg (3 of 3)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR.--b&w,32pg (3 of 3)	$3.95

STRANGE KILLINGS: BODY ORCHARD #1-6 SET
Cover by Mike Wolfer
This set of all six issues of the hit Warren Ellis series Strange Killings: Body Orchard is the perfect way to catch up on the latest chapter in the saga of Combat Magician William Gravel. All copies are original first printings and feature covers and artwork by Mike Wolfer.
MATURE READERS
Set	$20.95

SHI: SEMPO #2
by Billy Tucci & Joe Prado
The Shi adventure in World War 2 continues as she is overwhelmed by Nazi forces and may not be able to save the man who's life is trusted to her!  Shi must escort Japanese General Sempo Sugihara while he provides an escape for thousands of Jewish refugees, but with the forces of Germany determined to stop her, her lightning quick blade might not be enough!
MATURE READERS
ADRIAN CVR.--b&w, 32pg (2 of 2)	$3.50
RYP CVR.--b&w, 32pg (2 of 2)	$3.50
TUCCI CVR.--b&w, 32pg (2 of 2)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR.--b&w, 32pg (2 of 2)	$3.95

SHI: SEMPO PREVIEW PRISM FOIL COVER
by Billy Tucci & Rafa Lopez
Augustin Padilla takes the reigns of Shi in this tale of Shi during World War 2! This limited prism foil edition ships bagged with a Certificate of Authenticity. This special edition is limited to just 300 copies.
b&w, 16pg 	$12.95

SHI: PANDORA'S BOX #1/2 ROYAL BLUE COVER
by Billy Tucci, Robert Lugibihl, &  Juan Jose Ryp
Shi's quest for passage to Europe takes her into dangerous territory, as she must unravel the mystery of a monster of legend in order to retrieve a mystic arrow that she can trade for freedom. This ultra-rare royal blue edition is limited to just 100 copies and every copy ships in a special protective case with a Certificate of Authenticity.
b&w, 16pg	$75.00

DEMONSLAYER: LORDS OF NIGHT #1/2 ATTITUDE EDITION
by Marat Mychaels
Juan Jose Ryp delivers another devastatingly beautiful cover! This special edition cover is limited to just 1,00 copies!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 16pg	$5.95

HELLINA SEDUCTION PREVIEWS LUST ADULT COVER
by Doug Miers, Javier Aranda, &  Rafa Lopez
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$6.00

HELLINA CROSSOVERS BOX SET
Cover by Manny Clark
Now is your chance to get many of the original first printing Hellina crossover books in this limited edition box set. This deluxe edition set ships with copies of Hellina/ Cynder #1, Hellina/ Nira X #1B, 1 Platinum, Hellina/Catfight #1 Nude, 1 Encore, 1 nude A, Hellina/Double Impact #1, 1B, 1 Nude, 1 Nude Platinum.This special box set ships with all 10 listed books inside a special edition box with a Certificate of Authenticity and is limited to just 100 boxes.
MATURE READERS
Set 	$49.95

NIRA X CYBERVIXEN BOX SET
Cover by Bill Maus
This special box set has many of the original first printing Nira X books, including the first one! This set contains the original Nira X #1, #2, Series 2 #1 Chromium, #3, Series 3 #2, Series 4 #1 and Nira X Anime #0. This special box set ships with all seven listed books inside a specially edition box with a Certificate of Authenticity and is limited to just 100.
Set	$39.95

AXIOM

GUN FU: THE LOST CITY #1
by Howard M. Shum & Joey Mason
The year is 1936. England has discovered that the Nazis are searching for a lost city filled with treasure in the jungles of South America. The Queen sends hip-hop talking secret agent Cheng Bo Sen to learn more and to stop the Nazis' nefarious plans.
FC, 32pg	$3.50

BASEMENT COMICS/AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT

CAVEWOMAN: "ZOMBIE ATTACK! 2" ART PRINT
by Budd Root
Zombies are tough to kill... and Meriem finds this out the hard way as she wades through a swarm of the undead fighting for her very life! This limited edition ink-washed print measures 11" x 13" and is printed on high-quality paper stock, packaged in a large gray collector's envelope with graphics. Limited to 300 copies.
Print, 11x13, b&w	MSRP: $16.00

CAVEWOMAN COVER GALLERY GOLD EDITION
by Budd Root
Previously available only at 2002 trade shows! The Cavewoman cover gallery book is limited to only 550 copies worldwide, each accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity. Bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 48pg	MSRP: $8.95

LATEX ALICE: BLONDE AMBITION #1
by Shelby Robertson
Look behind-the-scenes of creator Shelby Robertson on the innovative Latex Alice series. Blonde Ambition contains all-new material (lots of sexy art!), as well as a special prelude story to the upcoming Latex Alice: In Chains series!
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

KATALYNA #2
by Gary Petras & Federico Zumel
The Vampire Hunter Lavender Lace and Christopher Ryan's romance is short-lived when Katalyna casts a spell so Chris will turn his affection into blood and destruction! Will Lavender be able to save her lover and overcome her mother before it is too late?
b&w, 24pg	 $2.95

HEAVY METAL LIVE: THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF JULIE STRAIN 2003 TOUR EDITION
This special Tour Edition of the first issue of the Heavy Metal Live pin-up book features a super-sexy photo cover of internationally known model and actress Julie Strain! Inside, page-after-page of models in different settings and themes, all under the artistic direction of Julie Strain! Also available in a Nude Cover Edition. Squarebound. NOTE: See Previews Adult for the Nude Cover Edition.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR.--FC, 32pg	$8.95
NUDE CVR.--FC, 32pg	$8.95

B.A.B.E. FORCE #4 SPECIAL EDITION
by Meirs, Amorim, & Silva
Cavewoman artist Devon Massey makes a guest appearance for this special edition cover! Agents Selene and Alexia go "undercover" at WaterWonderland and have never looked better! Limited to 650 with a Certificate of Authenticity, and bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 32pg	MSRP: $8.95

LATEX ALICE: BIKINI BASH GALLERY BOOK #1 SPECIAL EDITION
by Shelby Robertson
Shelby Robertson presents this special edition cover to his bikini bash pin-up book! Lots of great images from Shelby and other guest-artists grace the interiors of this book! Limited to 450 with a Certificate of Authenticity, and bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 32pg	MSRP: $8.95

THOR VS. BEAST WOMEN FROM THE CENTER OF THE EARTH #1 SPECIAL EDITION
by Mike Hoffman
Thor lay trapped forever in the Moon Pool - now, he's in the frying pan with hordes of bestial beauties whose unsheathed claws wait at the very core of our planet! Limited to 350 with a Certificate of Authenticity, and bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S LOST WORLDS OF FANTASY AND SCI-FI #4 SPECIAL EDITION
by Mike Hoffman
The action and adventure continue in dangerous and strangely beautiful realms! Masterful artwork and story from fantasy to sci-fi and everywhere inbetween in this special edition cover! Limited to 350 with a Certificate of Authenticity, and bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

MIKE HOFFMAN'S TIGRESS COVER GALLERY SPECIAL EDITION
by Mike Hoffman
This book showcases every Tigress cover, plus never-before-seen developmental art! Hoffman's personal commentary adds priceless artistic insights for each gorgeous piece! Limited to 350 with a Certificate of Authenticity, and bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	MSRP: $8.95

BECKETT ENTERTAINMENT

TERMINATOR 3: EYES OF THE RISE #3
by Gunter, Hawthorne, Remender, & Hollingsworth; Cover by Simon Bisley
Part 1 of 2. When the future is in danger, SkyNet and the human resistance both send mechanical champions back in time, turning the present into a battleground. If you think you can guess the outcome, remember: the future is not set! If you thought Arnold was tough and the liquid metal Terminator was unkillable, get ready to meet the TX! She's the unstoppable killing machine that proves looks can kill! It's a war to determine the fate of two eras, and the end of the world is only the beginning! Perfect-bound.
MATURE READERS
FC, 48pg	$5.95

BEHEMOTH BOOKS

MARVIN THE DRAGON ONE-SHOT
by Brian Clopper
This comic book birthday card features the adventures of Marvin the Dragon who instead of standing guard over someone else's treasure, spends all his time and money buying toys from his childhood from an online auction site. Each issue ships with a special dragon envelope so readers can send the comic as a birthday card.
b&w, 24pg	$3.00

BLACK LIBRARY

WARHAMMER MONTHLY #71
Chaos sweeps the Imperial defenders as The Eye of Terror reaches fever pitch! Malus Darkblade rallies his forces! The god-machines storm the battlefields as Titan IV blasts back into action. Assassin Lilliana Falcone visits a former employer in Lamb to the Slaughter.
b&w, 40pg	 $3.50

INFERNO MAGAZINE #38
Storming action and adventure from the grim far future and the dark world of Warhammer. Action on the high seas in Fell Cargo! More Doom Eagle as the Space Marines blast enemies. A frozen tale of death in The Sleep of the Dead. Plus more Tales from the Ten Tailed Cat and Forever Loyal!
b&w, 68pg	 $6.95

GAMES WORKSHOP SPACE MARINES 2004 CALENDAR
In the grim darkness of the 41st millennium, standing against the rising tide are the superhuman Space Marines. This year's calendar is dedicated to these stalwart heroes and has 13 full-color pictures from top artists such as Adrian Smith and Clint Langley.
Calendar	$16.99

BLINDWOLF STUDIOS

PATRICK THE WOLF BOY: AFTER SCHOOL SPECIAL
by Art Baltazar & Franco
Join Patrick and his classmates as they deal with a milk money stealing Bully. And just what does Patrick eat for lunch anyway?! Also, what's a teacher to do when she hears, "a wolf boy ate my homework?" Special appearance by the Squirrel.
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

BLUE LINE PRO COMICS

HOW TO BREAK-IN TO THE COMIC BOOK BUSINESS #4
Let Break-In help you navigate the rough seas of the publishing business as you learn about the resources and techniques you'll need to be able to share your talent with the world!
b&w, 32pg	$5.95

THE ART OF BLOOD & ROSES VOLUME 1 TP
Since the first Blood & Roses, many creators have contributed their visions to Christiana Blood, Tamara Rose, and their adventures. This collection is the first time many of these illustrations have ever seen print, and include contributions by many!
SC, 5x8, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

BONEYARD PRESS

BOOK OF LEGION ONE-SHOT
by Thom Thorn & Ryan Mojica
It is the most feared and reviled tomb of satanic magic ever written, The Book of Legion, and within its pages lays tales to blacken your soul. Hidden in the vaults of the Vatican, it is guarded by one mad priest whose eyes continuously bleed from repeated readings.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

PSYCHO HUNTER #5
by Ju Gomez & Hart Fisher
Evil Queen Morganna enters into a secret plot with the last of the fallen rebel angels but not before she is punished by Satan. Mona Vahn continues her quest for psychosexual destruction at the hands of the Psycho Hunter while he brings down the black church.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$3.95

MIDGET APOCALYPSE ONE-SHOT
by Fisher, Crafty, Pligel, Forte, & Tomas
The MWF is a professional wrestling league made up entirely of little people (all under 5' tall). Booze, babes, bad haircuts, folding chair mayhem, and broken bottles. It's Bull vs. an arena of midgets like Meatball and Pondo, POD, Little Killer, Pitbill Patterson, and more!
MATURE READERS
B&w, 48pg	$4.95
Bongo Comics

BART SIMPSON #13
by Bates, Simone, Majoros & Ho
Bart pays a hefty price for wreaking havoc at the Frying Dutchman - then stuff happens, and he is mistaken for the rarest fish of all - the Feios Peixes Grande! And for action -the Legend of Bartzan and "The Ancient Forbidden Golden City of Gold!"
FC, 32pg	$2.50

SIMPSONS COMICS #85
by Verrone & Ortiz
What's "in"? What's "out"? What's "hot"? What's "not"? Ask The Simpsons! For some reason, the family become the trendsetters for the world. What will they wear? What will they watch? Where will they go? And when will it all blow up in their faces?
FC, 32pg	$2.50

BRASS BALL COMICS

BUBBA THE REDNECK WEREWOLF #2
By Hyman, Graham, Murray, Hebbe, & Hyatt
It's time for the annual Cracker County Fair. It's off to the cinderblocks and onto the track for Bubba, as he defends his town, his girl, and his honor from two shady carnies. If he loses, he becomes the newest attraction and target for peanut-throwing rubes!
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

BRIES

SNAPSHOTS GN
by Philip Paquet
Snapshots contains five semi-fictional "jazzy" stories about Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Charlie Parker, and other musical greats. This beautifully crafted tribute to jazz is a perfect follow-up to Paquet's previous book, Louis Armstrong!
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x11, 48pg, FC	$13.95

BROADSWORD COMICS

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE VOLUME 1 TP
by Jim Balent
Collects the first five issues, including the premiere story arc, "Witch War," and the one-shot tale, "Dragon Witch!" Features an introduction by creator Jim Balent, and a brand new exclusive short story! Available in a Regular edition, as well as a Previews Exclusive Deluxe Limited edition featuring a beautiful 6" x 8 1/2" full-color print of Tarot scrying the future. Deluxe edition signed by Balent and limited to 500 copies. Regular edition limited to initial print run.
MATURE READERS
REG.-SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC	$24.99
DLX.-SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC 	$34.95

BUD PLANT

BILL SIENKIEWICZ'S VOODOO CHILD HC
Warehouse Find! Was $34.99! Painted by Sienkiewicz with creative consultation by Will Eisner. This biographical graphic novel examines Hendrix's childhood, his roots in the blues, his search for personal identity, and his dazzling rise to stardom. Includes a digitally mastered CD, Jimi By Himself: The Home Recordings, containing 30 minutes of previously unreleased tracks, available nowhere else! Kitchen Sink, 1995.
HC, 8x11, 128pg, FC	SRP: $19.99

EROTICA: AN ILLUSTRATED ANTHOLOGY OF SEXUAL ART AND LITERATURE
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8x10, 160pg, PC	SRP: $14.99

INDIAN LOVER/TALES FROM TEXAS SET
Sale! Was $35.90! Two-book set. Indian Lover is a true tale in graphic novel format of real Wild West hero, Sam Houston. Adopted into the Cherokee nation, Houston grew up to serve as governor of Texas and congressman. Tales From the Texas Woods features never-before-collected tales by award-winning SF/fantasy author Michael Moorcock (Elric), who puts a unique Western slant on fantastic fiction. First edition. Mojo Press, 1997, 1999.
Set (x2)	SRP: $9.99

INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM OF CARTOON ART SET
Sale! Warehouse Find! Set includes The International Museum of Cartoon Art - collecting 63 original cartoons (commemorating the museum's 1996 opening) by Will Eisner, Joe Kubert, Jim Davis, and others; and Featuring the Funnies, a large-format catalog for the Library of Congress exhibit in 1995 that features such groundbreaking strips, with commentary, as The Yellow Kid, Li'l Abner, The Kin-Der Kids, Peanuts, and Doonesbury, many in color. Bargain priced!
Set (x2), b&w	SRP: $9.99.

CARNAL COMICS

DEMI THE DEMONESS #7
by SS Crompton, Seppo Makinen, & Alonzo
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w	$3.50

DEMI #4 & #5 PACK WITH PRINT
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack (x2)	$7.50

CHANTING MONKS STUDIOS

CREATURES FEATURED VOLUME 4: THE FANTASTIC CREATIONS OF BERNIE WRIGHTSON
by Bernie Wrightson
The "Master of the Macabre" returns with this all-new sketchbook, featuring the hungry dead - and including some brand-new full-scale illustrations! Continues Wrightson's acclaimed series, containing 32 pages of never-before-published illustrations.
Magazine, 8x11, 32pg, b&w	$9.95

CHAOS SOCIETY

PATH OF THE DAMNED VOLUME 1 GN
by Guillermo Ortiz & Mariano Krasmanski
Based on the world of Glorantha, from the fantasy role-playing game RuneQuest. A group of adventurers are hired to find a hidden cave on the Kero Fin mountain birthplace to the storm god Orlanth.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x12, 50pg, FC	$19.99

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR. PUBLICATIONS

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR. #514: STEADFAST TIN SOLDIER
By Hans Christian Andersen; Art by Browne, Blum, Walsh, & Desnoyers
The one-legged Steadfast Tin Soldier braves all sorts of adventures to return to his true love Ballerina. Includes Aesop's Fables "The Actor and the Farmer," "Young Night Thought," by Robert Louis Stevenson, "The Dingo," and a color-me page.
FC, 32pg	$3.99

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR. #564: SALT MOUNTIAN
By Hans Christian Andersen; Art by Browne, Blum, Walsh, Desboyers, & Cole
Brothers Nicholas, Peter, and Ivan search for fame and fortune. Ivan discovers a mountain of salt on the high seas and meets a beautiful princess. Includes Aesop's Fables "The Father and the Two Daughters," Edward Lear's "There Was a Lady of Norway," "The Pelican," and a color-me page.
FC, 32pg	$3.99

CLAYPOOL COMICS

DEADBEATS #61
By Richard Howell & Ricardo Villagran; Cover by Howell & Leialoha
Southie and Brittany's undead bliss is marred by Britt's bizarre personality shifts, while vampire Tina's mission to kill her brother hits a snag. Meanwhile, Hermano's otherworldly encounter will change the fate of Fear City forever, in "Mixed Messages!"
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

ELVIRA #124
by Strom, Heebink, & Wiacek
Thefts of priceless kitsch-movie collectibles pit Elvira against a master wolf-burglar, in "It Takes a Creep!" by Frank Strom, John Heebink, and Bob Wiacek. Psychic investigators enlist Elvira's aid in "The Mansion Family!" Chapter 1 of The Haunting by Richard Howell and Tod Smith. Photo cover.
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

COMIC BOOK LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

10TH ANNIVERSARY IMAGE COMICS PRINT
The Image founders Todd McFarlane, Mark Silvestri, Erik Larsen, and Jim Valentino are putting their power to work with this benefit jam print! All proceeds benefit the Fund's work of defending First Amendment rights. Limited to 500 numbered pieces.
Print, FC	$15.00

BUSTED! #15
Take a look at "Banned Books Week." Inside you'll discover what comics are most commonly banned in the U.S. and how you can fight to keep them free. Also, analysis of Winter v. DC; Free Expression news; dispatches from the convention circuit; and new comics!
b&w	PI

SPECIAL ADVANCED SOLICITATION SHIPPING IN SEPTEMBER 2003

MORE FUND COMICS GN
George Perez. Geoff Johns. John Romita. Adam Hughes. Michael Oeming. Scot Kollins. Erik Larsen. These are just a few of the many top-name creators contributing to More Fund Comics, a star-spangled anthology benefiting the CBLDF! Featuring a stunning Hulk cover by George Perez, MFC will contain stories, pin-ups, and introduce a pecial feature: "The CBLDF Sketchbook," featuring a glimpse into the sketchbooks of some of comic's hottest artists. See It Here First! - Comics premiers of new comics creations - Mice Templar by Mike Oeming (Powers), Marc of the Vampires by Neil Vokes (Superman Adventures), Frankenstein Mobster by Mark Wheatley (Hammer of the Gods), plus the unveiling of a Super Secret Project by Frank Cho (Liberty Meadows) and Scott Kurtz (PvP)! But that's just the beginning! MFC includes works by such luminaries as Mike Wieringo, Adam Hughes, Jerry Ordway, Erik Larsen, Greg Horn, J. Scott Campbell, J. Bone , Scott Morse, Geoff Johns, Stan Sakai, and many, many more (check for added creators at www.skydogcomics.com)! Show your support for freedom by ordering your copy of More Fund Comics today! Highly Recommended!
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$10.00

COMIC CAVALCADE

SHI: SEMPO #1 GOLD FOIL EDITION
by Billy Tucci
Shi is back with an all-new series that takes place during WWII! Shi must escort Japanese General Sempo Sugihara while he provides an escape for thousands of Jewish refugees. This special Gold Foil edition is limited to 500 copies. All copies ship bagged.
b&w	$5.95

SHI: ILLUSTRATED WARRIOR #5
by Billy Tucci
Bill Tucci turns up the heat on the scorching new special edition Shi cover! The Shi novel is finally in print with tons of new illustrations by Billy Tucci, who also provides an exclusive new cover for this special edition of just 1,000 copies. This special Ruby Red Foil edition ships bagged and boarded and is ultra-limited to just 150 copies.
FEEL THE HEAT ED. b&w	$5.95
FEEL THE HEAT RUBY RED ED. b&w	$24.95

COMICSONE.COM

SHAOLIN SOCCER #1 GN
by Andy Seto
Sing's goal in life is to find a way to package the philosophy and physical teachings of his beloved Shaolin kung fu so that contemporary masses can apply the doctrines to their daily life. When he hooks up with a former soccer champion he quickly realizes that the world's most popular sport may just be the vehicle to spread Shaolin kung fu all over. Shaolin Soccer is the comic book adaptation of Steven Chow's Hong Kong movie, debuting in theaters this summer!
SC, 6x8, 150pg, FC	$13.95

CRAYON SHINCHAN GN #5
by Yoshito Usui
Normal trips to the zoo, department store, and ski slopes turn into a roller coaster ride of chaos whenever Shinchan's around! Read as Shinchan mistakes janitors for zoo animals, tries on dresses at the store, and attempts to pick up snow bunnies on the slopes!
SC, 5x8, 120pg, b&w	$9.95

CROUCHING TIGER HIDDEN DRAGON: STORY 1 VOLUME 1-4 SET
by Wang Du Lu & Andy Seto
The first action-filled story arc in its entirety! Join Li Mu Bai and Shu Lien as they meet for the first time. Learn how the majestic Green Destiny Sword comes into Li's possession. Also, a young and insidious Jade Fox looms close!
Set (x4), FC	$49.00

LEGENDARY COUPLE GN #5
by Louis Cha & Tony Wong
Kuo Yung wakes Mistress Dragon who thinks she has just had a very intimate and blissful experience with her handsome young pupil. Also Chou Lee and her student Jasmine make a violent return! Plus more of Fong Ouyang and Frog Style kung fu!
SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC	$13.95

RED PROWLING DEVIL GN #5
by Toshimitsu Shimizu
For the first time, the Red Prowling Devil goes down! Meanwhile, Pierre Doupon, who claims to have killed the Red Prowling Devil, receives praise and promotions. However, Naomi miraculously survived the crash and is on the road to recovery.
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$9.95

STORY OF THE TAO GN #5
by Ding Kin Lau & Andy Seto
Round 2 of the battle between Datura and Jan Taiyi begins here! But first, Jan warms up with Master Fang. Can the Shinto Master's control over spirits and nature prevail against this seemingly unstoppable force?
SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC	$13.95

COM.X

CLA$$WAR TP
by Rob Williams & Trevor Hairsine
Collects the first three issues. Features brand-new cover by Tervor, clean versions of previous covers, interior posters, and exclusive pages from issues #4 and #5!
SC, 80pg, FC	$12.95

NJIN #0
by Guy Haley & Daniel Boultwood
Njin, imbued with the almost magical power of self-improving nanotechnology, are immortal. Free of physical imperfection, pain and suffering, a precious few remaining roam a galaxy blighted by a millennium-long war. Includes two short stories, sketches, and poster work.
FC, 24pg	$2.99

CPM Manga

Manga 18

ADVENTURE KID BOOK THREE: MEGABITE GN
by Toshio Maeda
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x8, 224pg, b&w	$16.95

SLAYERS SPECIAL BOOK THREE: LESSER OF TWO EVILS GN
by Kanzaka, Ohtsuka & Komada
Lina and Naga are nuts. They're especially batty about treasure, and they're positively bananas for a good meal! Join the maddest sorceresses as they meet teachers, beach bunnies, suitors, and thieves. Presented in original right-to-left format.
SC, 5x8, 184pg, b&w	$15.95

CRUSADE ENTERTAINMENT

SOME TROUBLE OF A SERRIOUS NATURE DELUXE PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE DVD
Produced and Directed by Billy Tucci, Starring Brian T. Finney
Delighting festival and comic-convention audiences around the country, Billy Tucci's award-winning short film is now exclusively packaged for Previews! Don't miss this hilarious tale detailing WW2's final days, one unfortunate Corsair fighter plane, and the hillbillies who are determined to fly it. The DVD version is limited to 5,000 editions and comes signed-and-numbered by director Billy Tucci. Approximate running time: 70 min.
DVD	$24.99
VHS	$24.99

CYBEROSIA PUBLISHING

DAMNED GN
by Steven Grant & Mike Zeck
When Mick keeps his promise to deliver a message to his dead cellmate's sister, he draws the attention of the local crime boss. Contain a "special features" section with background material on the original series and an all-new ending.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC	$19.95

DANCING ELEPHANT PRESS

JACK STAFF #12
by Paul Geist
Bumper-sized summer special issue, which concludes the black-and-white run of Jack Staff. There is a Time Leech loose on the streets of Castletown. Has time finally run out got Britain's greatest hero?
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

BURGLAR BILL #2
by Paul Geist
Looking to lay low, Bill decides to crash at Wybourns flat. What Bill doesn't realize is that Wybourn is in even more trouble than he is!
b&w, 24pg (2 of 6)	$2.95

DEATH RAY GRAPHICS

DEEP FRIED: BIRTH DEFECT
by Jason Yungbluth
A simple drug-smuggling operation goes wrong when Beepo and Roadkill mess with the newest terror state: Canada! Slamwich becomes a reluctant daddy when his special sauce spawns a son! Will Clarissa's cry for help be heard? Find out in "Family Portrait."
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

THE GREAT TASTE OF DEEP FRIED TP
by Jason Yungbluth
Collects issues #1-4. Bursting with violence, drug abuse, and blasphemy! Includes "A Peanut Scorned," the heretical Charlie Brown parody; the disturbing "Clarissa," and more appalling humor! Includes new material, and a "Weapon Brown" pin-up by Phil Hester!
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$14.99

DIGITAL WEBBING

DIGITAL WEBBING PRESENTS #10
by Various
Featuring the prequel to Sword of Dracula by Jason Henderson and Greg Scott! Also, a man learns to fly, an ancient warlord, a hero trying to make a difference, an artist in turmoil, a kiddie show host, and the next installments of Tommi Trek and The Gig!
b&w, 48pg	$2.95

SHADES OF BLUE: THE NEW SERIES #3
by James S. Harris & Cal Slayton
"Shadows and Masks" Part 3: Heidi and Jack have been caught snooping around the Reeves Institute while searching for clues to the origins of their powers. But escape may be impossible as they face Silence and her new protege, the Ice Princess!
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

DISGRUNTLED FANBOY COMICS

DEMOLUTION ENGINE #1
by Stephen Esslinger & Eduardo Herrera
Special Crimes Officer John Aureliens has seen every perversion. He learns the truth: God's forgotten stepchildren have returned, and magic is the technology of the universe. When the illusion of reality crumbles, John must decide whether it is worth fighting.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (1 of 7)	$3.95

DORK STORM PRESS

DORK TOWER #26
by John Kovalic
"Dice Fidelity": Spend a day at Pegasaurus with this special issue, and see what really goes on behind the counters at games and comics shops! Plus: Lethargic Lad by Greg Hyland, ps328 by Aaron Williams and The 3 Geeks by Rich Koslowski!
b&w, 48pg	$2.99

IGOR CLOISONNE PIN
by John Kovalic
Everybody's favorite gamer is now available in high-quality cloisonne pin form! What better way to say "It must be mine!" than with Dork Tower's Igor proudly on your chest! Based on an original drawing by John Kovalic.
Pin	$9.99

PS238 #4
by Aaron Williams
Every school has field trips, and ps238 is no exception. However, they go a little farther afield than most: the moon! But this isn't just a rock-hunting sightseeing tour; it's a mission to deliver a very important package! What perils await them there?
b&w	$2.99

PS238 PIN
This handsome enameled brass pin measures 1" across, so you can keep a low profile from the normal populace while impressing every metahuman you meet. Don't be caught off-campus without one!
Pin	$5.00

SNAPDRAGONS #4
by John Kovalic & Liz Rathke
It's all in the family as Jake and Jody's eccentric inventor father finally enters the fray! But look out for their sister Sam! Plus: critically acclaimed backup features ps238 (Aaron Williams) and Patty Cake (Scott Roberts), as well as Cap'n Pants' Fun Page!
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

SQUIDBOB 'THULHUPANTS T-SHIRT
"Who lives in a mythic land under the sea? Ancient and squamous and sleeping is he? SQUIDBOB 'THULHUPANTS!" It's Squidbob, a hilarious, high-quality 100% cotton black T-shirt, straight from the pages of Dork Tower!
L-XL	$20.00

DRAWN & QUARTERLY

OPTIC NERVE #9
by Adrian Tomine
First new Optic Nerve issue in over a year! The previous issue of Optic Nerve was selected for inclusion in the literary anthology The Best American Nonrequired Reading 2002, exposing Adrian Tomine's art to a wider audience than ever before. After a lengthy period of writing and planning, Tomine returns with his longest, most ambitious work to date. With a projected length of over 100 pages, this fictional story examines the troubled sex-life of a confused, obsessive, Japanese-American male in his late twenties, and his cross-country search for the perfect girl. This issue is the first of three chapters.
MATURE READERS
b&w	$3.95

SUMMER BLONDE TP
by Adrian Tomine
This collection of the last four Optic Nerve issues drew raves from all over, including the Guardian, Village Voice, NY Times, and LA Times. Its Adrian Tomine's best work to date, featuring subtle, sophisticated storytelling and beautifully nuanced art.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x11, 132pg, b&w	$16.95

DREAM CHOCOLATE CONFECTIONS

THE CHANGERS VOLUME 1 GN
by Ezra Claytan Daniels
Two young men from an apexed Human society in the distant future are sent back in time to the year 2027 to catalyze a leap in Human evolution. When a mutant from this Altered Future is sent back on behalf of his people to formally thank them, the events that follow and the things they learn about this new future of 'higher potential' convince one of the men that their Mission will be a success, and the other that it will be a failure.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x6, 96pg, PC (1 of 2)	$8.95

DREAMWAVE PRODUCTIONS

TRANSFORMERS/G.I. JOE #1
by John Ney Rieber, Jae Lee, & June Chung
This is the one you've all been waiting for! The year is 1939 and a twisted alliance between a hate-crazed dictator and a ruthless general has left Europe in flames, and in chains. The world's only hope against the threat: the creation of an elite counterstrike force, codenamed G.I. Joe! But are even the Joes tough enough to take down this evil empire when it enlists the aid of a merciless army of alien war machines known as the Decepticons? Written by acclaimed writer John Ney Reiber (Captain America) with stunning artwork by Jae Lee (Inhumans), this six-issue epic mini-series promises a startling re-imagination of these classic characters that defined the concepts of 'hero' and 'villain' for generations with grit, heart, and adrenaline. Features two covers, one by Jae Lee and one by Pat Lee.
REGULAR-FC, 32pg	$2.95
HOLO FOIL-FC, 32pg	$5.95

NECROWAR #2
by Simon Furman, Adi Granov, & Linda Bergkvist
Aboard the Tal starship, the Ytar, five casualties of war awake to a new and drastically altered reality. What happened to them on Archtu Ultima? Are they alive... or something else again? One thing is for certain, as the Dark Matter infestation known as 'the Progeny' spreads like wildfire across the Universe, Damien Arnaz and Ebon Squad may be the only force capable of stopping its advance. If, that is, the Progeny doesn't finish what it started first!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS/G.I. JOE POSTER
A stunning, fully painted image featuring '80s icons G.I. Joe and the Transformers!
Poster, FC	$5.95

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ANIMATED #3
by Peter David, LeSean, Erik Sander, & Rob Ruffolo
It's a Mouser crime spree! Mad scientist supreme Baxter Stockman lets his mechanical munchers chow down on New York City's finest bank vaults! But the free meal ticket won't last long as the Turtles leap out of the sewers and into action! Get ready for slashing swords, smashing kicks, and piles of tiny little Mouser bits, in another action-packed issue of TMNT!
FC, 32pg (3 of 6)	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS: GENERATION ONE VOLUME 2 #5
by Brad Mick, Pat Lee, Rob Armstrong, Edwin Garcia, Espen Grundetjern & Alan Wang
"War and Peace": Lock and load, Transfans - because it's all-out war as Prime and his newly found allies prepare for their final strike against Shockwave's citadel in Iacon. But is the altruistic Prime fully prepared to sacrifice Cybertron's newfound peace as well as possibly coming to blows with his former comrade Ultra Magnus? And what about the startling truth behind Shockwave's "modifications" to Cybertron and its inhabitants? And of course, keep your optics peeled for the treacherous Starscream he as furthers his own sinister agenda, which can mean only one thing-full spread chaos! Features two covers, both by Pat Lee.
FC, 32pg (5 of 6)	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS: MORE THE MEETS THE EYE #5 DREAMWAVE'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE TRANSFORMERS
by Adam Patyk & Various
The latest issue of the ultimate guide to Dreamwave's exciting new Transformers continuity provides the grim profile information on one of the Decepticons' greatest and coldest villains, the mighty Shockwave! Character images provided by the top-notch Dreamwave art team make this the best way to catch up with optic sensor-popping versions of old and new favorites. This installment is chock-full of classics like Prowl, Rodimus Prime, Scourge, and more - keep your scanners on to absorb all their bio info and detect hints about the Transformers tales to come!
FC, 64pg (5 of 8)	$5.25

TRANSFORMERS: ARMADA #14
by Simon Furman, Guido Guidi, Elaine To, Shaun Curtis & David Cheung
It begins here... the Armada storyline that all Transformers fans have been demanding! The Mini-Con, Over-Run, arrives with a dire warning for the Transformers  Chaos is coming! And he's right... big time! The walls between realities are starting to crumble, and from beyond come agents of darkness, all-too familiar faces bent on destruction and mayhem. But they serve an even greater power... one that even now has Armada Optimus Prime squarely in its sights!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS: ARMADA VOLUME 1 HC-SIGNED
Signed by writer Chris Sarricini and Dreamwave Productions' founder and artist Pat Lee! The transforming robot sensation of the '80s has exploded into the 21st century! Based on the brand-new Transformers cartoon, the Armada series by Dreamwave is collected here, signed, in a deluxe hardcover format! Written by Chris Sarracini, with art by James Raiz, these first five issues introduce the new battles between the Autobots and Decepticons (with a healthy dose of Mini-Cons thrown in as well)! Limited Edition of 1,000 signed hardcover editions!
HC, 7x10, FC	SRP: $69.99

DF TRANSFORMERS: TITANS CLASH LITHOGRAPH
by Bill Sienkiewicz
The Transformers have been the hottest comics over the last year! Just try and get any of the limited alternate covers that have been produced or the preview books! The next landmark Transformers series is here, and DF has an exclusive piece of art from the first issue, featured on our exclusive alternate cover, created by artist Bill Sienkiewicz! Now DF presents that awesome image as a limited edition lithograph! This image involves the ultimate (and final) showdown between two main characters! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb. gallerie silk stock. Also available signed by the artist.
REG.-Lithograph, 18x24, FC	$19.99
SGN.-Lithograph, 18x24, FC 	$49.99

DYNAMIC FORCES

THE INCREDIBLE HULK FULL-SIZE 16-INCH HEAD BUST
Designed by artist Alex Ross, and sculpted by Mike Hill (the same team behind DF's previous definitive Marvel full-sized head bust editions), this is the definitive version of the Incredible Hulk! Standing close to 16" tall from top to bottom (including base), and a foot wide front-to-back and side-to-side! This bust is angry - it has the look, the feel and the texture of the rampaging Hulk! The piece developed during a year's worth of design and sculpting, and over nine more months of manufacturing. Scheduled to ship in November 2003.
Bust	$350.00

DF TERMINATOR 2 BUST
The Terminator is back - and he is busted by Dynamic Forces! DF is releasing their first-ever Terminator 2 bust, commemorating Terminator 2's 10th anniversary! This bust is just in time for the new upcoming film! T2, featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger, and the writing and direction of James Cameron, featured some of the most spectacular special effects at the time! Sculpted by the Gore Group! Measures an incredible 5 1/2" tall.
Bust	$39.99

DFE WITCHBLADE: THE DEMON EXCLUSIVE COMIC #1
Mark Millar! Jae Lee! Top Cow! Dynamic Forces! Put them all together, and they bring you one of the most incredible stories of the year! Features a Witchblade story by Mark Millar and Jae Lee. It features 24 pages of story and art and is limited to 5,000 copies in the world! Ships with two covers, both by Jae Lee, in a 75/25 ratio. Also available in a gold foil edition.
REG.-FC, 32pg	$6.99
GOLD FOIL-FC, 32pg	$14.99

DFE TRANSFORMERS VS. G.I. JOE ALTERNATE COVER EDITION #1
Featuring an exclusive variant cover by artist Jae Lee! Not since the heydays of the '80s have these iconic toy juggernauts clashed on the four-color pages... but it's a whole new century... bringing with it new G.I. Joe and Transformers teams!
FC, 32pg	$6.99

ALEX ROSS' MARVEL UNLEASHED LITHOGRAPH
Painted by Alex Ross! Alex Ross' cover to the Marvel Encyclopedia has been fully and carefully re-crafted here as a deluxe Lithograph! Featuring nearly every major Marvel character, and illustrated in Ross' vivid, life-like style, this amazing piece is a true collector's item. Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb Gallerie Silk Stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to any collection! Also available signed by painter Alex Ross.
REGULAR-FC, 18x24	$29.99
SIGNED-FC, 18x24	$49.99

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS VOLUME 1 TP KEY COMICS ALTERNATE COVER EDITION
This collection of the classic Gold Key Comics run of Battle of the Planets features a rare Alex Ross painted variant cover, previously available only as a retailer exclusive. Re-mastered in glorious black-and-white. Limited 2,000 copies!
SC, 7x10, b&w	$19.99

SUPREME POWER SIGNED #1
Signed by artist Gary Frank!
FC, 32pg	$29.99

1602 #1 SIGNED EDITION
Signed by artist Andy Kubert!
FC	$29.99

HULK VS. WOLVERINE LITHOGRAPH
Drawn by David Finch and Art Thibert and colored by June Chung!
Lithograph, FC	$19.99

MAXIMUM NAMOR #1 SIGNED EDITION
Signed by artist Salvador Larrocca!
FC, 32pg	$19.99

SUPERMAN/BATMAN #1 SIGNED EDITION
Signed by writer Jeph Loeb or artist Ed McGuiness! And also Re-Marked by McGuiness.
LOEB FC	$19.99
MCGUINESS FC	$19.99
REMARKED FC	$69.99

DF PLANETARY #16 SIGNED EDITION
Signed by artist John Cassaday! Each signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF holo-foil sticker!
FC, 32pg	$14.99

BATMAN #612 RARE BLACK-AND-WHITE COVER SIGNED EDITION
Superman and Batman's climactic battle second print.  Second prints are getting harder to get than first prints. Dynamic Forces is bringing you this limited signed copy by Jeph Loeb the man who wrote and scripted the titanic battle between the mountain and mohammed!
FC, 32pg	$19.99

TEEN TITANS #1 SIGNED EDITION
Signed by writer Geoff Johns! The debut issue of DC's hottest new super-team, featuring guest appearances by Superman, Batman, The Flash, and Jay Garrick!
FC, 48pg	$19.99

MARVEL MOVIE MADNESS MAGNET SET
Marvel has a mighty array of movies featuring their lovable Marvel characters, and 2003 will be their biggest year to date! And to commemorate, DF is bringing you this incredible set of magnets featuring images of these great movie icons - The Incredible Hulk McFarlane magnet, the Hulk #1 Kirby/Ditko magnet, the X-Men Jim Lee magnet, the Jack Kirby magnet, the Daredevil #1 magnet featuring art by Wally Wood, and the Daredevil/Spider-Man magnet featuring art by Mighty Marvel Editor-In-Chief Joe Quesada!
Set	$29.94

DYNAMIC FORCES LUNCHBOX SET
A set of six lunchboxes - featuring Fathom, Witchblade, Ghost Rider, Darkchylde, The Punisher, and Elektra! And as a case topper, four random limited edition action figures in each case (in 4 of the lunchboxes)! That's a total of six different lunchboxes and four different limited edition cool figures!
Set	$89.70

SPIDER-MAN MOVIE WALL SCROLL SET
A case of six dynamic, amazing wall scrolls featuring the amazing Spider-Man from last years blockbuster movie! Six wall scrolls per set!  And as a case topper, four random limited edition comics in each case! That's a total of six different wall scrolls and four different limited edition comics!
Set	$89.70

EDUCATION COMICS INC.

THE ADVENTURES OF SCOOTER MCDOOGAL BOOK 3: TAKING HOME THE GOLD
by Russomanno, Modaff, & Buck
Scooter and Wisdom 1 are off to ancient Greece to discover the history of the Olympics! They make their way to the Modern Olympics and manage to escape the Hydra, the multi-headed monster sent in by Bratticus to try and stop the learning!
FC, 32pg	$4.99

THE ADVENTURES OF SCOOTER MCDOOGAL BOOK 4: SCOOTIN' BENEATH THE SURF: A WORLD UNDERWATER
by Russomanno, Modaff, & Buck
Wisdom 1 takes Scooter and his best friend Aurora under the deep blue sea to see the amazing wonders under the waves. But Bratticus and the sea monster are no match for our Scooternauts, who use what they have learned to win first prize at the science fair!
FC, 32pg	$4.99

EMPTY SKY

PALEO: TALES OF THE LATE CRETACEOUS TP
by Jim Lawson
Collects the first six issues. Features native North American species as diverse as the fearsome Tyrannosaurus Rex to the humble dragonfly. Come along for a walk in the footsteps of the most amazing creatures the world has ever known.
SC, 172pg	$12.95

EPOCH

I WAS A SUPER-HERO SURVIVOR
by Rock Lundeen
From the creator of So You Want to be a Super-Villain! Super Hero Survivor will give 12 contestants super powers, secret identities, and battles with super villains. "Super Hero Survivor" takes no responsibility for injuries or fatalities that are in any way connected with Super Hero Survivor.
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

EUREKA PRODUCTIONS

GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 6: AMBROSE BIERCE
Edited by Tom Pomplun
Presents stories of war, horror and satire. Includes an adaptation of Bierce's, "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge," excerpts from "The Devil's Dictionary," plus nine stories and 30 short fables. A stunning 43 great artists contribute to the anthology.
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$9.95

EXHIBIT A PRESS

SUPERNATURAL LAW #39
by Batton Lash; Cover by Art Adams
Everyone loves a talking ape - that's why attorneys Alanna Wolff and Jeff Byrd are following up issue #35's trial with "The Appeal of the 800-lb Gorilla!" Plus, Wolff & Byrd represent a werewolf too smart for his own good. Features a pin-up by Bob Burden.
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

EXTREME IMAGES

EYE CANDY 3 PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE IMPRINT
A Previews Exclusive! Extreme Images and Visual Images present this amazing production from Ricky Carralero! This is the latest concept in fine art reproduction, a process using digital print making technology to create high-grade reproductions on a wood surface. Limited to a mere 150.  NOTE: See Previews Adult to view art.
MATURE COLLECTORS
Imprint (on wood), 24x36, FC	$269.00

FAITH IN SYNERGY

RUNES OF RAGNAN #1
by Gorton, Medors, Ottley, & Fotos; Cover by Ben Templesmith
"Flames of Muspell" Part 1 (of 3): Two warring brothers threaten the balance between nature and mankind. A desperate peasant is thrust into a nightmare, and something unnatural is being pulled toward reality by an ancient ritual. Foreword by Steve Niles!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

FANBOY ENTERTAINMENT

ANGEL'S WING #3
by Tetsuya Aoki
Shion, Mary, Ken, and Reiber finally discover a clue about Ken's missing father. Could he still be alive?! Should they board the mysterious Ghost Boat in search of answers? And what will they discover on the other side? From one of the original designers of Power Rangers, Ultraman, and Transformers!
FC, 32pg	$2.50

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

BARRY WINDSOR-SMITH'S YOUNG GODS & FRIENDS HC
by Barry Windsor-Smith
Collects the entire Young Gods stories, including the previously unpublished issues #10 and #11, plus new story material, background information, and behind-the-scenes art! The story and characters are sexy, ribald, politically incorrect, and outrageously funny!
HC, 9x12, 192pg, FC	$29.95

PALOMAR: THE COMPLETE HEARTBREAK SOUP COLLECTION HC
by Gilbert Hernandez
Collects "Heartbreak Soup" stories from Love & Rockets. Palomar is the mythical Central American town where these stories take place, and the stories weave in and out of its entire population, crafting an intricate tapestry of not only Latin American but also human experience.
HC, 9x11, 512pg, b&w	$39.95

WEASEL VOLUME 1: RIPPLE: A PREDILECTION FOR TINA TP
by Dave Cooper
Martin hires a homely model to pose for a series of "erotic" paintings. The relationship evolves into something more complex, sexual, and unhealthy. An introspective, tortured psychodrama, from the first five issues of Weasel, but with added three-color and extra pages.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x8, 136pg, PC	$14.95

THE DEVIL IN DESIGN: THE KRAMPUS POSTCARDS ARTBOOK
Edited & Designed by Monte Beauchamp
This compendium of late 19th and early 20th-century Krampus postcards, with over 150 full-page examples traces the character's origin in Europe. Krampus is Saint Nick's dark servant, a horned, supernatural beast whose slithering tongue gave misbehavers the creeps!
SC, 5x8, 168pg, FC	$18.95

THE CRYSTAL BALLROOM HC
by Frank Thorne
Thorne writes and illustrates this snappy memoir about coming-of-age in the spring of '46, describing his growing passion for popular culture, drawing, playing the coronet, and his budding sexuality. Over 80 pencil drawings capture the period and complement the prose.
HC, 8x12, 96pg, b&w	$19.95

PRINCE VALIANT VOLUME 48: RETURN TO CAMELOT TP
by Hal Foster & John Cullen Murphy
Val's twins are no longer impossible to tell apart. Suddenly Karen decides to be a warrior! She trims her golden locks and dons armor, eager to prove her mettle - and when a massive fleet of pirates turns up, she may have her chance! Collects work from 1978-1979.
SC, 10x13, 48pg, FC	$16.95

THE COMICS JOURNAL #255
An exhaustive examination of the seminal art comics group Fort Thunder, featuring interviews with Brian Ralph and Brian Chippendale, and a lengthy essay by Tom Spurgeon! Also, a rare, new interview with manga creator Keiji Nakazawa. Cover by Brian Ralph.
MATURE READERS
Magazine, 128pg, b&w	$6.95

FUZZ & PLUCK #3
by Ted Stearn
Pluck is on his way to the top in the gladiator ring, but he can't find happiness. Fuzz has latched onto a new "protector," but is he too needy to choose wisely? It seems both Fuzz and Pluck are on the road to self-destruction, but at this point we can't reveal how.
b&w, 48pg (3 of 4)	$4.95

LUBA #7
by Gilbert Hernandez
Three all-new stories! Luba and Khamo face the drug lord in "Luba's Science Lesson." Steve returns a favor to Scott the Hog, while Petra deals with Fritz's ex in "The Beloved and the Damned." Petra's boyfriend has a restraining order slapped on him by a past girlfriend in "And Justice for Some!"
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

FUZZ AND PLUCK: "SPLITSVILLE" #1 & 2 PACK
by Ted Stearn
The first two issues of this epic mini-series! Funny, surreal, moving and engrossing, in an attractive and compact format with gorgeous matte covers.
Pack (x2), b&w	$9.90

EROS COMIX

BARBARIENNE #7
by Martin Lock & Paul Naring
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

ELIZABETH BATHORY #6
by Raulo
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

BLOWJOB #7
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

REAR ENTRY #4
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

ALICE IN SEXLAND EXTREME #7
by Mashumaro Jyuubaori
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

SEX WARRIOR ISANE #5
by Okawari
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

ORIENT SEXPRESS #1-4 PACK
by Tayyar Ozkan
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack (x4), b&w	$14.00

BLOWJOB #1-5 PACK-SECOND PRINTING
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack (x5), b&w	$17.50

FRIENDS OF LULU

BROAD APPEAL TP
This anthology of illustrated stories engagingly showcases the diversity of female artists writing and drawing comics today. Also features entertaining interviews with women who proudly consider comics their day job, written by Comic.com/Pulse reporter Jen Contino.
SC, 6x9, 128pg, b&w	$9.95

FUTURE COMICS

DEATHMASK #6
by Michelinie & Layton, Giordano, Marzan, & Nault; Cover by Giordano & Broderick
Drawn to a Nevada ghost town, the Mystic Marauder finds himself defenseless as mysterious forces converge in what can only be called a spectral shootout! How can Deathmask defeat an enemy whose ghostly bullets cannot be stopped?
FC, 24pg	$2.99

FREEMIND #10
by Michelinie & Layton, Hall, Breeding, & T. Smith; Cover by Pat Broderick
The FlinTech crew returns to their main headquarters just in time to watch their world go up in flames! From Metallix comes the villain with a certain special 'warmth' all his own! Can McKinsey Flint, even in the android body, survive a case of "Fevre"?
FC, 24pg	$2.99

METALLIX #9
by Michelinie, Lim, Layton, & Baumann; Cover by Ron Lim & Bob Layton
With the rise of "super-powered beings," the government takes countermeasures, anticipating that they might become a threat someday. Will Team Metallix be able to survive an attack from a quantum entity that can control the flow of time itself?
FC, 24pg	$2.99

PEACEKEEPER #2
by Layton & Michelinie, Broderick, Austin, & T. Smith; Cover by Broderick & Austin
The insidious industrialist Arthur Rathrock utilizes a bio-weapon called "Red Reign." If the Peacekeeper fails to stop him from devastating global crop production, Rathrock will set himself up as the sole supplier of the world's groceries, blackmailing the planet to either obey... or starve!
FC, 24pg	$2.99

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

UNCLE SCROOGE #321
by Various
This issue leads with "Attaaack!" by Don Rosa. When Uncle Scrooge learns that his money bin is soon to be under siege by a mob of literally millions, he pulls out all the stops to thwart them! Also featured is a new Barks story, "Dime and Dime Again," constructed from Barks' notes by Geoffrey Blum. Cover by Don Rosa. Prestige Format.
SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC	$6.95

WALT DISNEY'S COMICS AND STORIES #636
by Various
This issue features a cover by Carl Barks, reprinted from Walt Disney's Comics & Stories #405. William Van Horn provides the lead story, Donald Duck in "Perchance to Dream." Also featured is a Noel Van Horn Mickey Mouse story, "Shadows." The wrap-up is by Don Rosa, the second chapter of "The Three Caballeros Ride Again!"
SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC	$6.95

OVERSTREET'S COMIC PRICE REVIEW #3
This monthly newsletter is for serious collectors and dealers and reports on the latest process realized in auctions and other transactions, takes a detailed look at every comic book age. Also includes insights into other significant comic character collectibles.
b&w, 32pg	$6.25

GIRL TWIRL COMICS

JANE'S WORLD VOLUME 1 TP
by Paige Braddock
Collects the first six issues of Jane's World, plus a bonus story that precedes issue #1! In these stories, Jane suffers blunt head trauma and wakes up to find herself in a parallel reality inhabited by all her favorite female super-heroes!
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$14.95

GUTSOON! ENTERTAINMENT

CITY HUNTER VOLUME 2 TP
by Hojo Tsukasa
Ryo's action filled crime adventures continue.
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 190pg, b&w	$9.95

THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF JAPAN VOLUME 2 TP
by Tsugihara Ryuji & Hidaka Yoshiki
Sakuragi Kenichiro's trials and tribulations continue as he tries to usher in a new government in Japan while war breaks out in Korea.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 190pg, FC	$9.95

FIST OF THE BLUE SKY VOLUME 2 TP
by Hara Tetsuo, Buronson, & Horie Nobu
The classic prequel for Fist of the North Star, Fist of the Blue Sky continues the awesome saga of one man's fight to avenge death of his loved ones.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 190pg, FC	$9.95

SLAM DUNK VOLUME 2 TP
by Tsugihara Ryuji & Hidaka Yoshiki
Sakuragi  Hanamichi, self-proclaimed next captain of Shohoku High's basketball team, returns with plenty of talent, spirit, and attitude.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 190pg, FC	$9.95

RAIJIN COMICS #33-36
by Various
The championship weekly manga magazine continues it's triumphant run! Featuring the prescient international intrigue of First President of Japan! Also: Fist of the Blue Sky, Slam Dunk, City Hunter, Revenge of the Mouflon, Guardian Angel Getten, Keiji, Bow Wow Wata, and The Climber's Saga, with breaking video game and anime news of RGA Magazine, plus more! Squarebound.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 190pg, PC	$4.95Ea.

HARRIS COMICS

VAMPIRELLA: HAUNTED HOUSE POSTER
by Mike Mayhew
By popular demand, as stunning new poster featuring the cover to Vampirella #8, painted by Mike Mayhew. This high quality 24" x 36" poster is a must-have for any Vampirella fan. Shipped in a protective poly tube.
Poster, 24x36, FC	$7.95

VAMPIRELLA CROSSOVER GALLERY LIMITED COVERS SET
Includes all four out-of-print versions of the Vampirella: Crossover Gallery, and includes covers by Joe Quesada, Rick Mays, Mark Beachum and Art Adams. Also features artwork with comics characters such as Kabuki, Madman, Rascals in Paradise, and more!
Set (x4), FC	$14.95

VAMPIRELLA #15-18 LIMITED EDITIONS SET
by Smith & Mayhew
This set includes all four hard to find limited edition covers from the "The Pack" story arc, issues #15-18. Limited to only 1,000 copies! Featuring covers by Tony Harris, Karl Waller, Matthew Clark, and Nelson.
Set (x4), FC	$39.95

H-BOMB COMICS

AGENT JILL CANNON #1
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$4.95

GOTHEROTICA: THE ART OF EVERETTE HARTSOE
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w 24pg	$3.50

HEAVY METAL

HEAVY METAL OCTOBER 2003
The fantasy comic for adults, paralleled by none. All the over-the-top graphic sci-fi/fantasy madness you always expect in each and every issue of Heavy Metal. New short stories by some of Europe's greatest masters of modern fantasy and science fiction comics!
MATURE READERS
Magazine	$5.99

HEAVY METAL POSTERS
New posters from Heavy Metal! Choose from four different designs. Measures 18" x 24".
"FUTURE COP" ALEX HORLEY Poster	$9.95
"BIKER BABE" DENIS SIRE Poster	$9.95
"BARB WIRE" LORENZO SPERLONGA Poster	$9.95
"REEPER PRINCESS" TOMAS GIRELLA Poster	$9.95

HORSE PRESS

GIANT THB VOLUME 2 #1
by Paul Pope
The mysterious Mr. McHaine re-enters the gates of P-City in search of teen fugitive H.R. Watson. Both end up ensnared in a bizarre Bugface police dragnet. Meanwhile, in the desert, Clovis Watson cooks up a conspiracy with the native Olmari Martians.
SC, 7x10, 96pg, b&w	$6.97

HUMANOIDS PUBLISHING

THE INCAL VOLUME 3: THE EPIC CONSPIRACY TP
by Alexandro Jodorowsky & Moebius; Cover by Moebius
The Incal Volume 3 reprints the first John Difool adventure fully illustrated by international superstar, Moebius. Originally published by Marvel's Epic line almost 15 years ago, this deluxe collection has been re-colored and updated with a new translation.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC	$17.95

LIKE A RIVER TP
by Pierre Wazem
With a loaded shotgun barrel in his mouth, a widowed old man is ready to pull the trigger just as he is abruptly interrupted by the unexpected visit of his long forgotten son. What ensues is a poetic, emotionally raw tale of familial bond.
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 108pg, b&w	$9.95

I.C. ENTERTAINMENT

AMERIMANGA VOLUME 9
by Various
Mikail is a boy cursed by his twin sister's ghost! While getting tricked into helping Ilyon (a powerful soul diviner) on a shady deal, the trio find themselves in a drastic agreement: Ilyon will destroy an innocent village of oppressed peasants in order to see Noctis burned at the stake! Mikail must turn the tables and aid Noctis before the torch is lit!
SC, 7x10, 160pg, b&w	$7.99

DI GI CHARAT VOLUME 1: DEJIKO'S CHAMPION CUP THEATRE GN
by Koge-Donbo
The wacky, high energy Japanese manga comes to the U.S. at last! Dejiko and friends cause havoc throughout Akihabara once again! Planting a pine tree in the middle of the store, opening up a Gamers branch in the mountain, breaking a leg while skiing and... milking a cow?! And of course, Dejiko never misses a chance to advertise Gamers merchandise and events! All Koge-Donbo art! Includes Japanese sound effect glossary, so the artwork is preserved in its exact Japanese form! Published in authentic Japanese reading format and size!
SC, 5x7, 152pg, PC	$10.95

DRAGON FIST VOLUME 1: THE DRAGON RETURNS GN
by Kenji Okamura
Having a friend in the Yakuza can get you in trouble... but Ken Gaitou's fists of dragon fury can take on anything to protect his buddy! By day, Ken works at a shipping company; by night he dreams of becoming a professional boxer - and sometimes dreams can become reality! Authentic Japanese tankoban size and reading format.
SC, 5x7, 224pg, b&w	$14.95

REAL LIFE: THE COMPLETE YEAR ONE COLLECTION GN
by Greg Dean
Based strictly in the bounds of reality, Real Life is based on the experiences of the cartoonist and his friends. Whether they're gallivanting through 14th century France, building sentient computers, or taking a road trip to Michigan, be assured that everything in these pages actually happened! See how it all began, with added commentary, as well as extra material not seen online.
SC, 6x9, 184pg, b&w	$14.95

REN AI VOLUME 1: IN THE SPOTLIGHT GN
by Yun Kouga
Hisayoshi Tajima dreams of meeting idol singer Rima. But he never expected that just clowning around outside a radio show would bring an offer to become an idol himself! Authentic Japanese tankoban size and reading format.
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$12.95

YOU & ME VOLUME 7: A TOTAL CAT-TASTROPHE GN
by Hiroshi Aro
More strange creatures come out to play at Yaninarisou! First, Yuu's attacked by a clumsy vampire, and is then frozen by a snow spirit! But the cat-girl Nao just doesn't know when to call it quits! Authentic Japanese tankoban size and reading format.
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$11.95

Sexy Fruit

I LOVE YOU VOLUME 1: KITTY TREATS GN
by Lei Nekojima
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 216pg, b&w	$14.95

IDW PUBLISHING

THE ART OF TOMMY LEE EDWARDS TP
Collects artwork from every facet of this versatile artist's career, including comic book work and art from Star Wars, The Matrix, James Bond, Mattel Toys, and many others. Tommy Lee Edwards is a multiple-threat - illustrator, storyteller, cover artist, and more!
SC, 9x12, 96pg, FC	$19.99

CSI VOLUME 1: SERIAL TP
by Collins, Rodriguez, & Wood; Cover by Ashley Wood
In modern Las Vegas, a Jack the Ripper copycat terrorizes the city. This mini-series was written by New York Times best-selling author, Max Allan Collins, and captures all of the gritty realism of the TV show, keeping readers guessing to the very last page.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC	$19.99

CSI: BAD RAP #1
by Collins, Rodriguez, & Wood
From the same creative team that brought the hit TV show to comics! Rapper Busta Kapp has enemies, so when he turns up dead in his limo, Gil Grissom and the CSI crew have no shortage of suspects. Features standard photo cover and a limited alternate photo cover!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (1 of 5)	$3.99

DARK DAYS #2: 30 DAYS OF NIGHT SEQUEL
by Steve Niles & Ben Templesmith
Stella Olemaun battles legions of bloodthirsty vampires, gets herself arrested, finds a new potential ally and is targeted by several new enemies - and she's just getting warmed up! The sequel continues with this blood-soaked second installment!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (2 of 6)	$3.99

DIAL "M" FOR MONSTER: A CAL MCDONALD ANTHOLOGY
by Steve Niles & Various; Cover by Tim Bradstreet
A collection of Cal McDonald short stories, written by creator, Steve Niles (30 Days of Night)! When monsters, freaks and ghouls stalk Los Angeles, it's up to hard-boiled private eye Cal McDonald to send them back where they belong!
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 200pg, b&w	$16.99

ILLUSTRATION STUDIO

WORON'S WORLDS ANNUAL #1
All-New! Continuing the collection of Steve Woron's best art works beginning in 1987. Aside from compiling this female fantasy artist's most acclaimed Bettie Page, barbarian, fantasy, and romantic fantasy pieces, it features an updated Woron checklist. Includes previously unpublished sketches and art, and Part 7 of Grunge Bunny. Offered with two covers - a "Tame" all-ages cover, or an Adult cover. NOTE: See Previews Adult for the Adult cover edition.
MATURE READERS
TAME CVR.-b&w	$3.50
ADULT CVR.-b&w	$3.50

IMPERIUM COMICS

TRAILER PARK OF TERROR #3
by Various; Cover by Nelson DeCastro
The summer is scorching, and Norma's feeling the heat. Our hostess with leastest is looking to get a date, and she'll go to any lengths to get what she wants! Join her for a lovely evening as she spins a trio of terror tales and see what transpires!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

IT'S ADVENTURE TIME WITH

SECRET AGENT CORRIGAN #1
by George Evans
Continuing in the footsteps of previous EC artist Al Williamson, former EC artist George Evans takes over the strip and gives his own perspective on the famous strip. Presented here are the first three adventures under his name.
b&w, 64pg	$6.95

JAY COMPANY

THE DARKNESS/BATMAN #1 LANSANG SIGNED & NUMBERED EDITION
by Loeb, Lobdell, Lansang, Silvertri, & Finch
This special edition marks the first meeting of The Darkness and Batman. Comes signed by Clarence Lansang and numbered, sealed with a protective bag and board, and with a Certificate of Authenticity.
FC, 48pg	MSRP: $29.99

TOMB RAIDER: JOURNEYS #4 LIMITED MUSEUM EDITION
by Fiona Avery, Drew Johnson, & Adam Highes
This museum edition includes an original cover from super star Adam Hughes that is crafted with the finest materials, complete with museum parchment stock paper and fully archival inks. Comes numbered, hand lettered, embossed, sealed, and with a Certificate of Authenticity. Limited to 50.
FC, 32pg	MSRP: $189.99

WITCHBLADE #1/2 OVERSTREET FAN EDITION
by Haberlin, Turner, Silvertri, & McDaniel
Originally offered as an incentive to the short-lived Overstreet Fan Magazine! Contains an original full-color origin story that has never been reprinted and a rare alternate cover by Michael Turner and Marc Silvertri. Comes with a protective bag and board.
FC, 22pg	$34.99

WITCHBLADE #25 TURNER SIGNED AND NUMBERED FATHOM VARIANT EDITION
by Christina Z., David Wohl, & Michael Turner
Fathom marks her first appearance in this rare variant to Witchblade #25. Comes signed and individually numbered from superstar artist Michael Turner with a Certificate of Authenticity.
FC, 32pg	MSRP: $29.99

KENZER & COMPANY

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: WHERE SHADOWS FALL #1
by Jay Donovan & Carlos Alberto; Cover by Matt Haley
The sequel to In the Shadow of Dragons! A forbidden romance between the children of two warring leaders sparks a tale of magic, betrayal, kidnapping, and rising undead. Death, romace, murder, and revenge  it's all here!
FC, 24pg (1 of 5)	$3.50

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #82
by Jolly Blackburn & Various; Cover by Chris Moreno
Knights of the Dinner Table is the longest running comic on the subject of games ever! Though B.A., Brian, Bob, Dave, and Sara may play different characters in different games, their personalities always shine through.
b&w, 112pg	$3.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE: ILLUSTRATED #25
by Mark Plemmons, Brendon & Brian Fraim
"The Day the Magic Died": Knuckles, El Ravager, Teflon Billy, and Thorina find themselves on the run. They might be able to evade both Lord Gilead and Princess Gladree, but what about everyone else? Good thing they have their magic - or do they?
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

KING HELL PRESS

THE SHAMELESS '1963' SIX-PACK!
by Various
If you missed out on Alan Moore, Steve Bissette and Rick Veitch's unfinished retro-masterpiece when it was released ten years ago, weep no more, pilgrim! All six original issues of this spot-on faux-Silver Age series (featuring the talents Dave Gibbons, Jim Valentino, Chester Brown, Don Simpson, and Melinda Gebbi) are available again in a single shrink-wrapped 1963 Six-Pack! Includes: Mystery Incorporated, No One Escapes The Fury!, Tales of the Uncanny, Tales from the Beyond, Horus Lord of Light, and The Tomorrow Syndicate, with their sizzlin' stories, liltin' letters pages, pulse-pounding pin-ups, and completely kooky comic book ads that so lovingly aped the production and printing methods of that era. 1963: A series so good it doesn't even need an ending!
Pack (x6), FC	$12.95

KOMIKWERKS

KOMIKWERKS VOLUME 1
by Various
The first in a series of Komikwerks anthologies, featuring short comic stories from some of comics and animation's best! A great mix of genres and styles, featuring the talents of Danny Miki, Aaron Sowd, Shannon Denton, Andy Kuhn, Sandra Lara, Vatche Mavlian, Steven Withrow, Vinton Heuck, James Burks, Matt Haley, and Will Meugniot.
SC, 5x8, 120pg, b&w	$9.95

LAST GASP

IT FEEDS ITSELF
by Eric White
This is a comprehensive collection of Eric White's career as a painter, featuring his shows "Pink Bits," "Motion Pictures," "Birdy Sounds," and "Contrived Works," as well as miscellaneous work like the now infamous "Sci-Fi Western" show, and at the "1000 Clowns" show. Available in softcover and hardcover editions (featuring eight additional pages).
SC, 10x10, 96pg, b&w	$25.00	
HC, 10x10, 104pg, b&w	$45.00	

THE MOST SPECIAL DAY OF MY LIFE HC
by Rob & Christian Clayton
Collects works by visionary artists Rob and Christian Clayton, both as collaborators and individuals. Their work is narrative, autobiographical, ethereal, and subliminal; culled from memories of suburban decay, sprinkled with the sour irony of truth. Foreword by Jeff Kling.
HC, 9x11, 134pg, FC	$29.95

UNREPENTANT WHORE SC
by Carol Leigh
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x9, 240pg, b&w	$14.95

LINSNER.COM

DAWN "BACK IN BLACK" PRINT LIMITED ARTIST PROOF EDITION
This first Linsner print features Dawn in her classic corset with skull and lace pattern and echoes back to Lisner's darker "Cry for Dawn" days. Printed on acid free 100lb archival stock and comes in the standard frame size 16" x 20". Limited to 300.
Print	$30.00

DAWN "SIX SKULLS" PRINT LIMITED ARTIST PROOF EDITION
This print features Dawn floating mysteriously through time and space, contemplating the mysteries of life and death, surrounded by six skulls. Printed on acid free 100lb archival stock and comes in the standard frame size 16" x 20". Limited to 400.
Print	$30.00

MAD YAK PRESS

SUBATOMIC GN
by Patrick Neighly & Jorge Heufemann
What happens when U.S. government agents decide that the greatest threat to America is its own population? When an agent of the super-secret spy agency ATOM resigns, it must fight back against a crisis that threatens to undo generations of work!
SC, 6x9, 139pg, FC	$16.95

MANGA GRAPHIX

WITCH GIRLS TALES #1
by Duran, Briones, Berracol, Deville, Harris, & Watkins
"Mother's Day" goes to Coventry School for Girls where witches rule. "The Adventures of Little Boy" introduces a new hero in a story of high adventure and "Bored Games" joins Janette and Annabelle on a new adventure searching for a birthday present for their aunt.
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

METRON PRESS

TESTAMENT GN
by Jim Krueger & Various
Meet the mysterious bartender who has a story to tell you of heroes and rebels, power and loss, murder and war. Testament is a powerful and strikingly different telling of the greatest stories of the Old Testament. Written by Jim Krueger with art by Bill Seinkiewicz, Steve Ride, George Pratt, Mark Texeria, Nebres, Scott and Bo Hampton, Tommy Lee Edwards, Kent Williams, Sergio Aragones, & others.
SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC 	$12.95

MICHEL LACOMBE ILLUSTRATION

ONE BLODDY YEAR: FALL
by Michel Lacombe & Dan Villeneuve
Abandoned by his lover Sarah, Geoff jumps off a bridge and wakes up transformed into a vampire. Sarah didn't want to leave Geoff; she was enthralled by the vampire Daedalus. Daedalus inducts Geoff into his coven to humiliate him and discover why Sarah chose a loser like Geoff instead of a superhuman crimelord like himself.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 40pg	$5.30

MIRAGE STUDIOS

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #11
by Laird, Lawson, & Talbot
Bloodsuckers in Central Park... a mysterious new threat to the Foot... and a solemn funeral marks the end of an era.
b&w, 32pg 	$2.95

MOONSTONE

VAMPIRE THE MASQUERADE VOLUME 1 TP
by Rafael Nieves, Vince Locke, Kirk Van Wormer, & Andy Bennett
A thrillogy of emotional, macabre, and blood-sucking tales that will leave you breathless! This volume contains the critically acclaimed first three graphic novels based on the White Wolf role-playing game: Toreador, Nosferatu, and Ventrue. Squarebound.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC	$16.95

VAMPIRE THE MASQUERADE: ISABEL
by Henderson, S. Ellis, & Wolak; Cover by Dennis Calero
Isabel Giovanni is in Beijing with Nicholas Pope, her servant and savant, who she will use to unlock the gates of an ancient realm destroyed by the gods a millennium ago, holding important secrets for all the children of the night. Greytones by Ken Wolak.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

VAMPIRE THE MASQUERADE: LUCITA
by Edwards & Reynolds, Marrinan, & Wolak; Cover by Eddy Newell
A grand celebration has been planned and Lucita of Clan Lasombra is looking forward to partaking in the festivities. However her nights are never that simple - a pack of Garou are on her trail and the beautiful (and mortal) Mariko unleashes her own treachery! Greytones by Ken Wolak.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$4.95

MOONSTONE NOIR TRIPLE HEAT PACK
Contains one copy each of Moonstone graphic novels: Hat Squad, Jack Hagee PI, and Mysterious Traveler.
Pack (x3)	$13.50
mu press

HUGO #3
by Milton Knight
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w	$3.50

WILD #2
by Various
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w	$3.75

NBM

TREASURY OF VICTORIAN MURDER VOLUME 6: BEST OF CHICAGO
by Rick Geary
He was the world's first mass murderer and he existed in the late 19th century, operating around the Chicago World's Fair, building a literal house of horrors, replete with chutes for dead bodies, gas chambers, and surgical rooms. He methodically murdered up to 200 people, mostly young women. He is the next subject of Geary's award-winning and increasingly popular series.
SC, 6x9, 80pg, b&w	$15.95

BLACK RUST
by Chad Michael Ward
Introducing a new exciting fantasy artist with a conceptual art book - a collection of images that fit together in a morbid jigsaw puzzle of wires, women, and man-beasts to form a symbolic cyberotic tale of love, redemption, and death. NOTE: See Previews Adult for cover art.
MATURE READERS
SC, 9x12, 96pg, FC	$18.95

AMEROTICA

KATY VOLUME 1: SEXY MAGIC
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w	$16.95

SIZZLE #19
by Michael Manning
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w	$4.95

NEKO PRESS

KICKASS GIRL: SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET #1
by Billy Martinez & Mickey Clausen
Katrina is your average teenage girl, or is she? What secrets has she kept and how will they impact her destiny? When mysterious angels and talking skeletons enter her life, things get really weird. What will she do when she finds out that she is the key to saving a dying world?
MARTINEZ CVR. b&w, 24pg	$2.99
MAHFOOD CVR. b&w, 24pg	$2.99

NERVE BOMB

NERVE BOMB #0
by James Baker
Features the first full-tilt Rocket Rabbit and the Professor story, where the city of San Fiasco's favorite heroes battle a giant little old lady in the streets. Plus, a four-page back-up story starring a whimsical trio who navigate the stream of consciousness.
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

NEW DIMENSION COMICS

MIRACLEMAN #16 SIGNED EDITION
by Alan Moore & John Totleben
An unread copy of this Alan Moore classic autographed by artist John Totleben. Each signed copy comes bagged, boarded, and with a Certificate of Authenticity.
FC	SRP: $29.99

NEW ENGLAND COMICS PRESS

WW2: U-BOATS #1
by Ron Ledwell
This is the story of the German "U-boats" of WW2! Lurking off the east coast of North America, from the Gulf of Mexico to Greenland, Hitler's submarines sunk hundreds of Allied ships and sent millions of tons of vital supplies to the bottom of the Atlantic!
b&w	$3.95

NEW SUIT

NEW THING VOLUME 2: SECRETS
The theme this time for the anthology series is "secrets." Dash Shaw tells the story of a famous Hollywood actress and alleged shoplifter. Author/artist Phoebe Gloeckner presents a story of a secret that is both more and less than it seems. June K.'s story details the subtle complexities of what is unspoken between two close friends who are soon to be separated. Jim Higgins and Jim Campbell examine the effects of unlimited love on both a couple and reality itself. Shannon Brady does a haunting version of "Blue Beard." And Katja Tukiainen provides a tale and the cover. Also, a story by a special creator whose identity is a secret!
SC, 8x6, 104pg, b&w	$9.95

NW STUDIOS

SPIRIT OF THE AMAZON #4
by Orlando Paes Filho
The truth is revealed  there is clear evidence that an alien intelligence is behind the powerful worldwide arm industry and Volko starts to put pieces together.
FC	$2.95

ONI PRESS

ONE BAD DAY GN
by Steve Rolston
Marie's had bad days before. Well, those days are nothing compared to today. She's about to be chased, shot at, sexually harassed, and manipulated, and she doesn't even know why! Join Marie as she gets to the bottom of her bad day. From Eisner Award-winner Steve Rolston!
SC, 7x10, 120pg, b&w	$9.95

JASON & THE ARGOBOTS VOLUME 2: MACHINA EX DEUS TP
by J. Torres & Mike Norton
The rescue of his hometown has made Jason a local celebrity! A mysterious beam of light is closing in on Shimmer City, and similar columns are appearing all over the world. It's up to Jason and his robot to discover the truth behind these potentially dangerous rays!
SC, 6x9, 120pg, b&w	$11.95

SCOOTER GIRL #3
by Chynna Clugston-Major
Ashton speaks to his grandfather and discovers there's more to his problems with the enchanting Margaret than he realizes. Her bloodline has terrorized his for centuries, and to get his life back, he has to erase this girl of his dreams at any cost! From the creator of Blue Monday!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (3 of 6)	$2.99

LOVE FIGHTS #3
by Andi Watson
Jack and Nora know they love each other, but the odds seem to be piling against them like broken windows in their superhero world. Plus, Jack's missing cat has returned, and something isn't quite right. A tale of romance, career ambitions, and capes from the writer of Namor and Quest.
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

QUEEN & COUNTRY #19
by Greg Rucka & Carla Speed McNeil
Chace finds herself becoming more isolated, stonewalled by the local authorities, and now having to work alone. Crocker is faced with a decision that could end his career - abort and recall Chace... or take the heat, and let her run.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

MIDNIGHT MOVER #4
by Gary Phillips, Jeremy Love, & Jeff Wasson; Cover by Mike Huddleston
It's thugs, drugs, and dead porn stars in the thrilling conclusion to Danny Shaw's run from the law! Danny's closing in on the truth behind Ginger's murder, the cops and thugs are gaining on Danny. Can he find the killer without ending up face down in the gutter?
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (4 of 4)	$2.99

THREE STRIKES #4
by Nunzio DeFilippis, Christina Weir, & Brian Hurtt
Rey stepped over the line of the law, but what first appeared to be a small shuffle has turned into a 50-yard dash. Now Rey has to decide what price he's willing to pay for his freedom while Noah, his bail-bondsman, has to catch someone with nothing left to lose.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (4 of 5)	$2.99

OVERCAST COMICS

THE GIFT #1
by Raven Gregory, Tyler Kirkham, & Marco Galli
In a world like our own, there is a being who roams the earth giving items of incredible power to normal everyday people. When a barkeep receives a simple pearl, nothing can prepare him for the changes it will bring, or the terrible price that comes with it.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$2.95

RADIO COMIX

PHOTOSHOP FOR COMICS: MASTER COURSE CD-ROM
Drawing on his years of digital experience as a professional colorist for Marvel, DC, and Image, Pat Duke teaches all the tricks of the trade in digital! This PC/Mac CD-ROM features over 200 pages of full-color instruction, Quicktime movies with step-by-step instruction, sample pages, custom Photoshop brushes and actions, and more. Adobe Acrobat is required (free download).
CD-ROM	$24.95

FURRLOUGH #128
by Various; Cover by Sara Palmer
More of your favorite funny animal stories, including Thor Thorvaldson's silly action-comedy "Tales of Marga", plus the next chapter of Hanson and Garcia's "Ebin and May", followed by "Tamara the Barbarienne" by David Goodman.
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

LIBERTY FROM HELL #1
by Hanson, Engel, & Becker
Vice-demon Phalloide was let loose onto the mortal world. Life on the mortal plane is not entirely black and white, and things get even more complicated when the angel Azael makes him an offer he can't refuse - if he could only keep his libido in check!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

SIN FACTORY

GENUS #61
by Various; Cover by Susan Meyer
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

REBELLION

NECRONAUTS VOLUME 1 TP
by Gordon Rennie & Frazer Irving
Harry Houdini must join three famous aficionados of the uncanny --- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Charles Fort, and H.P. Lovecraft  to defeat an evil force that wants to enslave humanity. However, this group must not only face this enemy, but a traitor among them.
MATURE READERS
SC	$12.95

BUTTON MAN VOLUME 1: THE KILLING GAME HC
by John Wagner & Arthur Ranson
Bored millionaires each hire a "Button Man" and set these trained killers against each other in a fight to the death. Vast sums of money are bet on who will win each contest. When Harry decides to quit the game, he finds the only way out is death.
MATURE READERS
HC, 8x11, FC	$27.95

HEWLIGAN'S HAIRCUT HC GN
by Peter Milligan & Jamie Hewlett
Join Hewligan and Scarlet O'Gasmeter as they run from the laws of physics and rational page layout, on a quest to find the big stone heads that keep turning up in Hewligan's dreams, and return the world to normality (and find out why the hole in his haircut looks the same from any angle)!
MATURE READERS
HC, 8x11, FC	$16.95

2000AD PROGS #1352-1355
Britain's award-winning weekly launches its "Summer Assault" with a stunning line-up of stories by an array of top talent! Future lawman Judge Dredd investigates one of his strangest cases in "The Satanist" by John Wagner and Charlie Adlard (The Establishment); mutant bounty hunter Johnny Alpha has the taxman on his back in Strontium Dog by John Wagner and Carlos Ezquerra (War Story: Condors, Just a Pilgrim); there's murder and intrigue on the lost ship Leviathan, courtesy of Ian Edginton and D'Israeli (Scarlet Traces); and Celtic barbarian Slaine must protect Ireland from invaders, by Pat Mills and Clint Langley. Weekly.
Magazine, 32pg, PC (Note Price)	$3.7Ea.

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #209
One hundred pages of non-stop action from the worlds of Judge Dredd and beyond! Judge Dredd gives Sino-Cit a taste of Mega City justice in Hong Tong; Judge Dredd continues his Cursed Earth trek in The Wilderness Days; vampires go for the jugular in Devlin Waugh: Red Tide; Faulkner seeks revenge in The Bendatti Vendetta; and the coldbloods journey to the bottom of the sea in XTNCT. Plus, all-new features and classic thrills!
Magazine, 100pg, b&w	$10.99

RED EYE PRESS

MORTAL COILS #1
by David Lewis, Evan Quiring, Jason Copland, & Darren Merinuk
Contains two 10-page dark suspense vignettes! "Disembodiment": A woman wakes to find herself trapped in the body of the man who once sexually assaulted her. "Deeper Blue": A man vs. machine trope in which the man wants the machine to win.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.50

SAF COMICS

JEREMIAH: MERCENARIES HC
by Hermann
Jeremiah and Kurdy run into Angus in a resurrected miner's town. But what are the miners after and who exactly is Angus? Julius may hold the key to the mystery, but there's also a government agent, who is not fully corrupt, to take into account.
MATURE READERS
HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC	$12.95

CHOCOLATE AND FRENCH FRIES HC
by Carlos Trillo & Juan Bobillo
Six brothers a small problem: their parents have been abducted by Martians. The kids pool their resources and plan a reconnaissance in disguise to root out the evil aliens. They discover hidden talents and seek the truth. Sometimes answers are tougher than questions.
HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC	$12.95

GENETIC GRUNGE VOLUME 2: TIME OUT HC
by Roberto Bayeto & Zalozabal
A series of murders alerts Umma to danger. Is Siba trying to kill everyone close to the Abomination, or is it a rogue crusader? The sect responsible is exposed and flees New York with Umma on their trail to protect the Penitent. But Lordy already has plans for revenge.
MATURE READERS
HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC	$12.95

SHOOTING STAR COMICS

SHOOTING STAR COMICS ANTHOLOGY #2
by Various; Cover by Jeff Parker
Eight sizzling stories that cover a wide variety of genres are featured that spotlights the artwork of Timothy Truman in a Western tale about a dimestore novelist who receives a lesson in the value of life from the last person he could imagine... the shootist he is interviewing - "The Yellow Devil!" Also featuring "Bedbug," "Nick Landime," "Aym Geronimo," "The Yellow Jacket: Man of Mystery," and more.
b&w, 64pg	$4.95

SIRIUS ENTERTAINMENT

KREEKY PLAYGROUND TP
by Aaron Bordner
Collects the surreal Kreeky Playground and spooky-fun Monster High School limited series with over 30 pages of entirely new material that revisit old favorites from Bordner's creepy cast: Alice Sinn, Evil Voodoo, Big Al, Frankie, and more!
SC, 6x9, 160pg, b&w	$9.99

POISON ELVES "HOT ROD" T-SHIRT
by Drew Hayes
Parintachin, the infamous killer clown from the pages of Poison Elves, appears on this shirt driving one mean muscle car, the tricked-out drag racer first seen on the cover to the Poison Elves Sketchbook. White logo and image on 100% cotton black T-shirt.
M-XXL	$19.95

SKY DOG PRESS

BUZZBOY VOLUME 2: MONSTERS, DREAMS, AND MILKSHAKES TP
by John Gallagher; Cover by Neil Vokes & Gene Ha
Exciting and hilarious stories of Buzzboy, a diner-dwelling pop culture-referencing, ex-teen sidekick. Buzzboy battles all-star wrestling, brain-devouring aliens, battles nightmarish ghouls, and still makes it back in time for the all-you can-eat special!
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$11.95

SLINGS & ARROWS

SLINGS & ARROWS COMIC GUIDE REVISED EDITION
edited by Frank Plowright
From A1 to Zot, this first critical reference guide to collectible comics features reviews and analysis for over 3,000 titles, from the 1930s to current, complete with a creator index to cross-reference writers and artists. Invaluable as a reference work, indispensable to the discriminating collector, and entertaining to the casual browser, The Slings & Arrows Comic Guide is a vast repository of comics history, trivia, and irreverent analysis.
SC, 800pg, b&w	$39.95

SOFT SKULL PRESS

TINY GIANTS GN
By Nate Powell
Anthology of work by underground comic artist Nate Poewll. Tiny Giants includes work from Walkie Talkie and Powell's other works.
SC, 7x10, b&w	$15.00

SQP

MARVEL MASTERWORKS SERIES 2 THREE-PACK
Originally used to create an equally amazing card set. Reformatted to comic book size, you can see the detail and power that went into its creation. Original illustrations by M. W Kaluta, Julie Bell, Dave Dorman, Jim Steranko, Joe Jusko, George Perez, Joe Chiodo, and more!
Set (x3)	$9.95

TCZ STUDIO

THE CELESTIAL ZONE VOLUME 2 #1
The camaraderie and heart-stopping exploits of an extraordinary group of people during the tumultuous Warring States Era. Living in another dimension, The Celestial Zone, they worked on cultivating special powers beyond the comprehension of mere mortals.
SC, 6x8, 60pg, b&w	$9.95

TITAN

TRANSFORMERS: CYBERTRON REDUX GN
by Bob Budiansky, Don Perlin, Graham Nolan, &Andrew Wildman
Continuing the early adventures of the Transformers, stories that established the Robots in Disguise as the ultimate '80s icons! On Earth Optimus Prime faces the threat of Megatron and Shockwave, meanwhile on Cybertron, Blaster and the Autobot resistance must fight Decepticon overlord, Straxus whose megalomania is out of control!
SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC 	$16.95

TANK GIRL: APOCALYPSE GN
by Alan Grant, Andy Pritchett & Philip Bond, & Brian Bolland
Tank Girl's back, and she's pregnant! How will our manic heroine cope with motherhood? Is it Booga's? What will it look like? Meanwhile there's a meteorite headed straight for Earth! Collected for the first time ever, all this and plenty more will be revealed in this final slice of Tank Girl's lunatic adventures.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 104pg, FC	$16.95

TANK GIRL VOLUME 1 GN NEW PRINTING
by Alan Martin & Jamie Hewlett
Join everybody's favorite beer-swilling, chain-smoking, kangaroo-worrying lunatic as she blasts her way through a dazzling array of bizarre adventures, including bounty hunting, delivering colostomy bags to the Australian president and appearing on Dame Edna.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC (Note Price)	$14.95

JUDGE DREDD: JUDGE CHILD QUEST DELUXE HC
by Simon Furman, Dan Reed, Andrew Wildman, & Lee Sullivan; Cover by Geoff Senior
Another collector's edition hardcover of the best of Dredd and 2000AD. In this tale, Judge Dredd and company go on a quest to find a special child (bearing an Eagle mark) who is the only person who can save Mega City One from utter devastation!
HC, 9x12, 136pg, FC	$24.95

TOKYOPOP

.HACK// VOLUME 1 GN
by Tatsuya Hamazaki
As seen on Cartoon Network! Old-fashioned role-playing games experience a renaissance on the World Wide Web. Twins Rena and Shugo are two middle-school students who enter "The World" as level-one game characters. When Shugo's character dies, he is transported to another level where he is entrusted to bear the Twilight Bracelet by the mysterious Aura. Shugo must find out who Aura is and why she gave him this powerful weapon to protect his sister from the peculiar characters in "The World." .hack// is the highly successful franchise that has spawned numerous manga, video games and anime features, and is presented in 100% "Authentic Manga" format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 3)	$9.99

BABY BIRTH VOLUME 1 GN
by Sukehiro Tomita & Haruhiko Mikimoto
Featuring the artwork of Haruhiko Mikimoto of Macross fame! An ancient seal has been broken, sending a flood of demons into the mortal realm. Hizuru Yoborozuki and Takuya Hijo, descendants of the great savior who banished the demons in the past, must fight the evil spirits using their mystical powers. In order to give the world a fighting chance, Takuya uses his music to transform Hizura into a beautiful warrior. Some things are worth fighting for, but is the Earth one of them? 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 2)	$9.99

BATTLE ROYALE VOLUME 3 GN
by Koshun Takami & Masayuki Taguchi
The mysterious transfer student, Kawada, has an escape plan but a shadow of doubt creeps in when Shuuya discovers that his would-be savior was last year's program winner. Meanwhile, the daily attendance is dropping rapidly as students spread out on their own or in groups fighting for survival. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (3 of 5)	$9.99

CHRONICLES OF THE CURSED SWORD VOLUME 2 GN
by Yuy Beop-Ryong & Park Hui-Jin
In the course of the epic battle with White Tiger - and over the strenuous objections of Shyao - Rayan becomes one with the PaSa sword. She is worried that it will consume him, but he assures her that it wants only to slay monsters and not to possess him. The group then meets Mingling and has a violent encounter with the monster, Inmyunsoo... 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 176pg, b&w (2 of 10)	$9.99

CONFIDENTIAL CONFESSIONS VOLUME 2 GN
by Reiko Momochi
Chika Suzuki chose to attend an exclusive all-girls high school because of the famous tennis coach who works there. But this coach isn't exactly what she expected. She says and does things to the members of the team that could be seen as coercion and sexual harassment and when she finally decides to tell her parents about it, she faces even more problems. The odds are against her, but she acts on the side of justice and bravely confronts a hot button social issue that affects millions of women around the globe! 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 3)	$9.99

DEMON DIARY VOLUME GN 3
by Jee-Hyung Lee & Kara Lim
Gods and demons wage a never-ending battle, with the mortal realm as their battlefield! As with most long-standing feuds, the reasons are no longer important - hatred is a way of life. But it is foretold that one will arise who can restore harmony between gods and demons. Enter Raenef... heir to demon royalty, though he is hardly courtly material! The demon king assigns Eclipse to be his tutor, to mold Raenef into proper demon shape. The two begin a journey of discovery, and are soon joined by a human knight and a god-blessed priest...
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (3 of 4)	$9.99

DUKLYON: CLAMP SCHOOL DEFENDERS VOLUME 1 GN
by CLAMP
From the highly acclaimed creative team CLAMP comes a parody of the Power Rangers in manga form! The CLAMP School is Japan's top learning institution and home to geniuses and wunderkinds of every make and model. For the little problems, like lost pets and damsels in distress, the CLAMP School Detectives are on the case, but bigger crimes call for bigger crime fighters. Enter Duklyon: the CLAMP School Defenders! Kentarou and Takeshi aren't your typical superheroes, though. In fact, if they didn't have the fearsome taskmaster Erii on their backs all the time, they probably wouldn't go through the trouble. But when an intergalactic mastermind bent on world domination takes root in the CLAMP School, the Duklyon team is in action and on the case. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 2)	$9.99

ERICA SAKURAZAWA: ANGEL NEST GN
by Erica Sakurazawa
Writer-artist Erica Sakurazawa presents true-to-life stories of young women in the modern world. Natsu finds Ken, her husband, with another woman when she comes home early from work one day. Ken confesses that he is in love with the girl, Emi, and asks Natsu for a divorce. But for some strange reason, Natsu doesn't really feel shocked or sad. All she can think of is what she has learned from her five years with Ken, and how she can move forward. One sleepless night, an angel visits her and life takes on a whole new meaning. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w	$9.99

ESCAFLOWNE VOLUME 2 GN
by Aki Katsu
Having adjusted to her new surroundings, Hitomi learns more about her newfound abilities and contends with her new role in the land of Gaea. Meanwhile, Van is challenged by a rouge group of warriors from his former kingdom who despise him for failing to protect his country. An unsteady alliance is formed as the patriots travel to Zaibach to rescue their queen. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 3) 	$9.99

FAKE VOLUME 3 GN
by Sanami Matoh
Ryo and Dee are on the hunt for a serial killer who murders women who look like prostitutes. Just when the case looks to be too tough for the duo, a female FBI agent jumps in and becomes the object of the killers desire. The gang must untangle the serial killer's web before she becomes the next victim. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (3 of 7) 	$9.99

FLCL VOLUME 1 GN
by Studio Gainax & Hajime Ueda
Based on the hit Anime and from the Creative Team Gainax who are to Anime what CLAMP is to Manga! From the mind of Hideaki Anno (Neon Genesis Evangelion) comes this bizarre tale of adolescence in a nonsensical world. Naota's life isn't simple. He lives with his eccentric father and grandfather in a city marked by a gigantic hand-iron shaped factory perched on a hill. So the last thing he needs is for his brother's ex-girlfriend to make passes at him or for an impish, playful alien to smack him in the head with a bass guitar and then insinuates herself into his family. 100% Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 2) 	$9.99

JIMMY NEUTRON CINE-MANGA GN
by DNA Productions
Follow all of Jimmy Neutron's wacky adventures in the exclusive Cine-Manga! Blast off into the world of Jimmy Neutron. With a little help from robot-dog Goddard and buddy Carl, Jimmy whips up out-of-this-world inventions and mind-bending experiments, rocketing everyone in Retroville into adventure after adventure.
SC, 5x7, FC	$9.99

KARE KANO VOLUME 5 GN
by Masami Tsuda
Yukino and Soichiro face their biggest crisis yet! It's summer vacation and like it or not, the young couple will have to spend it far away from each other. Yukino decides to hang out with her new girlfriends while Soichiro leaves town for a kendo tournament but no matter how busy their schedule is, all they really want is to be together. Will their fledgling love last or will their doubts come into play with so much distance between them? Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (5 of 13)	$9.99

KODOCHA: SANA'S STAGE VOLUME 9 GN
by Miho Obana
Hayama and Sana are now a genuine couple. It takes some time, but soon everyone gets used to the concept of Sana and Hayama as a twosome. Suddenly Hayama's dad announces his transfer to Los Angeles. Is this the end of Hayama and Sana's magical bond, or will their love go the distance? Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w (9 of 10)	$9.99

LIZZIE MCGUIRE CINE-MANGA VOLUME 2 GN
As seen on the Disney Channel and ABC Saturdays! Get in with the almost in-crowd. Smart and stylish Lizzie McGuire is managing to deal with junior high school just fine. After, accidentally starting a juicy rumor about the most popular girl in school and discovering that she has a knack for a sport that makes her feel like a gold-medal geek, she chalks it up to the perils of teenage life.
SC, 5x7, 96pg, FC (2 of 4)	$7.99

LOVE HINA VOLUME 14 GN
by Akamatsu Ken
The grand finale to one of TokyoPop's hottest selling titles is here! After two years of beating around the bush, Naru finally declares her true feelings for Keitaro, but her big announcement may be too little too late. Grandma Hina has returned to Japan and like it or not, Naru and Keitaro learn about their forgotten past and discover once and for all who his long lost love really was. Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w (14 of 14)	$9.99

LUPIN III VOLUME 7 GN
by Monkey Punch
Can the fox be outfoxed? To keep his organization's secrets safe, Lupin will have to go fox hunting, because after all, dead foxes tell no tales! But how can rival thieves get so close to his secrets in the first place, unless his own little brotherhood has betrayed him, which begs the question, is gold thicker than water? Well, Lupin lives his life by many creeds, the most important being: take the money and run, run, run. But if this life of crime seems a little too much trouble than it's worth, Lupin might abandon his family's time-honored profession and consider going back to school... if he steals the answers to the entrance exam! Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (7 of 14)	$9.99

MARS VOLUME 14 GN
by Fuyumi Soryo
Rei begins his training to become a professional racer and Kira must come to grips with how dangerous the sport really is. There are many people who have high expectations of Rei and he performs wonderfully. Kira is pleased that Rei is finally following his true passion in life but her happiness turns to anxiety when she discovers that Masao has been released from the psychiatric center. Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (14 of 15)	$9.99

PEACH GIRL: CHANGE OF HEART VOLUME 4 GN
by Miwa Ueda
Momo, the perfect teenager with supermodel looks, feels she is nothing more than an ugly duckling. She goes through the teenage angst of being in love with the cute guy in school, but for some reason they can never get together. Complicating matters is Momo's "so called" best friend, trying everything in her power to keep the two apart. Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (4 of 7)	$9.99

REBIRTH VOLUME 4 GN
by Woo
The head Bishop of the Vatican sets a trap for Deshwitat with deadly results. Remi believes that Deshwitat is dead, and celebrates but her happiness is short lived as she contemplates the future and wonders how she will rescue her father without him.
SC, 5x7, 176pg, b&w (4 of 11)	$9.99

SABER MARIONETTE J VOLUME 2 GN
by Satoru Akahori & Yumisuke Kotoyoshi
Otaru and Saber Marionettes Lime, Cherry, and Bloodberry go on a mission to destroy the main computer of Gartland. Along the way, they meet up with the Saber Dolls whose loyalties lie with Faust, Gartlands evil overlord. The Saber Dolls prove to be an equal match for the Marionettes due to their maiden circuits and the would be heroes are left in disarray after a prolonged battle, their goal of destroying the computer just out of reach. Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 3)	$9.99

SCRYED VOLUME 4 GN
by Yosuke Kuroda & Yasunari Toda
The inner workings of the Holy organization and the mysterious roots of the Alters come to light when Kazuma encounters the Alter Master Senin, who tells of how he, long ago, developed the alter powers, but, fearing their destructive capabilities, sealed them away. His pupil, Martin Zigmar, the current head of Holy, murdered him and unleashed the Alter powers on the world. Senin, however, survives in a spiritual form until he can pass on the Scryed technique. Meanwhile, the Super Holy officers, Mary Jane, Taiki and T.T., all under the command of Martin Zigmar, attempt to destroy Kazuma and his clan. Armed with Scryed, however, Kazuma may be a one-man army. Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (4 of 5) 	$9.99

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS CINE-MANGA VOLUME 1 GN
Deep down in the Pacific Ocean in the subterranean city of Bikini Bottom lives a lovable, optimistic, and well-meaning sea sponge named SpongeBob SquarePants! He works as a fry cook at the Krusty Krab making everyone's favorite Krabby Patty Burgers, and lives in a pineapple with his pet snail, Gary. He doesn't mean to, but he's terrific at creating problems for himself and everyone else around him, because he just tries too darn hard! But no matter what silly mess SpongeBob gets himself into, he's always got a positive outlook about practically everything, which makes him downright irresistible!
SC, 5x7, 96pg, FC (1 of 2)	$7.99

UNDER THE GLASS MOON VOLUME 2 GN
by Ya-Seong Ko
The young wizard Luel has been abducted by Sage, his jealous former lover! She has devised a sinister plot to force his hand in marriage! Luel's brother, the Dark Wizard Luka, tries to thwart Sage's plan, battling Fuan, a powerful enchanter taking orders from Sage. Can Luel's pure love for Nell release him from such treachery? Speaking of true love, Leila, desperate to win the apprentice Neo's affection, is busted in Madame Batolli's garden trying to steal herbs - for a love potion. The treacherous Faun offers to assist her - but Fuan only wants to unlock Neo's powerful secret. Maybe Master Cromeheart, Luka's old master, will have some answers.
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 3) 	$9.99

WILD ACT VOLUME 2 GN
by Rie Takada
Yuniko discovers that her mother has amnesia and doesn't remember her! Yuniko is devastated, but she finds surprising comfort in Ryu's company as their relationship starts to change. When the school year starts, all Yuniko wants to do is stay out of the spotlight and in the shadows so she can continue collecting Akira's things and this is when her real trouble begins, for an unscrupulous photographer plans to make a big scandal out of Ryu and only she can steal back the evidence to save him!
Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 3)	$9.99

ZODIAC P.I. VOLUME 2 GN
by Natsumi Ando
Riri is flooded with cases involving some people who are near and dear to her but she somehow manages to go on with her life. However her appearance on an Astrology TV show may prove to be out of her league when an astrologist is poisoned. It's her first high profile case and it's up to Riri to solve the case before the public court!
Published in Authentic Manga format (Right-to-Left).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (2 of 4)	$9.99

TONY RAIOLA

JOHNNY HAZARD VOLUME 1: COLOR SUNDAYS
by Frank Robbins
Full color reprints from the Sunday pages from August 13, 1944-October 29, 1944.
FC	$15.00

KRAZY & IGNATZ DAILIES VOLUME 2 PACIFIC COMIC CLUB EDITION
Reprints dailies from April 1, 1921-June 30, 1921.
b&w	$9.50

PHANTOM DAILIES 2 PACK #1
by Lee Falk & Ray Moore
Reprints dailies from April 12, 1937-February 5, 1938. diamond Hunters and Little Toma volumes collected.
b&w	$10.00

SMILIN' JACK VOLUME 2: ESCAPE FROM DEATH ROCK
Reprints dailies and Sunday strips from September 19, 1938-march 19, 1939.
b&w	$9.50

TOO HIP GOTTA GO GRAPHICS

WAHOO MORRIS #4
by Craig A. Taillefer
Wahoo Morris is Back! Picking up where we left off, the gang continues their beer soaked revelry in the Royal Oak. Meanwhile, Alicia returns in a panic from her encounter at the museum - is she being haunted, or is she crazy? Plus, a bonus 10-page Alicia solo story!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

WAHOO MORRIS SINGLES COLLECTION
by Craig A. Taillefer
Start at the beginning of the Wahoo Morris saga, the critically acclaimed story about indie rock band, Wahoo Morris. Sex, drugs, and Rock 'n' Roll (and a little bit of magic!), all in one comic book! Contains the original printings of Wahoo Morris #1-3.
MATURE READERS
Pack (x3), b&w	$7.95

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

VOICE OF THE FIRE HC (NOVEL)
by Alan Moore & Jose Villarrubia
In a story full of lust, madness, and ecstasy, meet 12 distinctive characters that lived in central England in the span of 6,000 years. Their narratives are woven together in patterns of recurring events, strange traditions, and uncanny visions. Each discovers the secrets of the land.
MATURE READERS
HC, 336pg	$26.95

VAMPEROTICA

VAMPEROTICA BONDAGE GALLERY
This bondage gallery contains sexy pin-ups of Luxura dressed in bondage attire and in restrained situations. The art is by some of Vamperotica's top artists! Also available in a Nude Cover Edition.
MATURE READERS
REG.-b&w, 32pg	$2.95
NUDE-b&w, 32pg 	$3.95

BABEBARIANS #2: THE ART OF AXEBONE CD-ROM EDITION
Another visual romp in the world of drop-dead-gorgeous Barbarian Babes. In addition to art, sketches, and illustrations, this edition also presents a special photo feature with the ultimate Babebarian, Shae Marks. Contains over 100 color images.
MATURE READERS
Comic/CD-ROM Set	$10.00

VAMPEROTICA DARK FANTASY #1 ADULT EDITION
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$6.95

VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS

THE EDGE 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Edited by J. David Spurlock
The Edge is filled with stories by and about the world's greatest cutting-edge artists. These are tales from the edge! This collection celebrates the 10th anniversary of Vanguard's flagship cutting-edge comics anthology, Edge, with a softcover tour-de-force packed with new works by the world's greatest artists! Features Mr. X by Gaiman and McKean, David Mack, Bill Sienkiewicz, Arisman, Stoey, and Steranko.
McKEAN CVR.-SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w	$19.95
STERANKO CVR.-SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w	$19.95

WHITE LIGHTNING PRODUCTIONS

BOOTLEG #9
by Various
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg 	$3.95

WINGNUT GAMES

TONY DIGEROLAMO'S TRAVELERS #23
by Digerolamo, Moreno, & Dunn
The heroes and the kingdom of Richmond are turned into zombies and join an evil undead army. But when Tez, the evil Mayan God, reaches his home city of Tula down south, all hell breaks loose. Can the heroes use their undead powers to save the day?
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

WIZARD ENTERTAINMENT

WIZARD ZERØ
BEHOLD THE FUTURE! WIZARD ZERØ redefines the look, style and feel of Wizard: The Comics Magazine with unprecedented new features:
READ EXCLUSIVE COMIC CONTENT-These pages are NOT previews, they are brand NEW stories from the biggest creators of our time.
* From DC Comics, writer Jeph Loeb and artist Jim Lee create an all-new 6-page BATMAN story that takes place between issues #615 & #616!
* From Marvel Comics, writer Brian Michael Bendis joins Editor-In Chief Joe Quesada who returns to pencil an exclusive 6-page Ultimate Spider-Man tale! Joe's first new story since Marvel Knights Double Shot in May 2002.
* Jim Lee and Joe Quesada join forces to create an exclusive Batman/Spider-Man jam cover to this landmark issue of Wizard.
WIZARD'S FIRST OFFICIAL SET VISIT TO SPIDER-MAN 2!
* Shooting is going on now in New York City and Wizard will take to the set with Tobey Maguire, Kirsten Dunst, and director Sam Raimi. Be a part of this on location event only in WIZARD ZERØ. Don't miss this exclusive coverage.
* The alternate cover to WIZARD ZERØ will be a concept cover designed around Spider-Man 2. We cannot announce the specific details of this cover image yet!
BASIC TRAINING IS BACK!
* Guest artist Michael Turner (Fathom/Witchblade) will have a special lesson on drawing beautiful women!
TOP 100 X-MEN BOOKS OF ALL TIME-WIZARD PRICE GUIDE SPECIAL REPORT
* Get comprehensive information on the Top 100 X-Men comics of all time. See why these books made the cut above all others. See the covers and prices for these 100 X-Men books that will be ranked in a variety of different categories. Which are in your collection now and which should you rush out to buy?
WIZARD ARTIST PROFILE: NEAL ADAMS
* Neal Adams' Batman changed the way modern comic artists compose pages and tell stories. Superstar artist Alex Ross comments on Adams, "I live in a post-Neal Adams comic book world."
* Learn about Adams' rise to the top and the battles that he fought along the way inside and outside of comics. Behold an exclusive new piece of art that he created just for this feature.
WIZARD ZERØ will be totally redesigned from previous issues and feature the following:
* A JLA/Avengers diary by George Perez.
* News on the new Superman movie.
* Comics' most mysterious creators-Alan Moore, Steve Ditko, Peter Milligan and more!
* The Best Artists in Comics-Alex Ross, Brian Bolland, Adam Hughes, Bryan Hitch, Gene Ha and many others!
* A bigger all-new Wizard comic book price guide with over 40 pages of prices and market trends.
* New news, new features, new artwork, new interviews, content, new price guides and much more await you in WIZARD ZERØ.
Magazine (Batman/Ultimate Spider-Man cover by Jim Lee/Joe Quesada)	$4.99
Magazine (Spider-Man 2 concept cover)	$4.99

TOYFARE #74
TOYFARE: THE TOY MAGAZINE #74 proudly presents the ultimate G.I. Joe versus Transformers battle as we match Hasbro's two largest home-grown toy lines against each other. Both properties ruled in the 1980s with a one-two punch, paralleling each other's success in toys, cartoons and comic books and they're still going strong. This issue of ToyFare will pit these colossal toy lines against each other  comparing heroes, villains, articulation, accessories, cartoon episodes, comic books and much more. If you collect either or both of these toy lines, you can't miss this intensive feature. Only one will emerge victorious. G.I. Joes and Transformers meet on this month's cover to ToyFare #74.
* Go to Japan with ToyFare and visit the Tokyo Toy Fair trade show. See brand-new Gundam, Kubrick and Transformer toys, along with more releases from Bandai, Takara, Epoch, Kaiyodo, Kotobukiya, Fewture Models and many others.
* TWISTED TOYFARE THEATRE presents yet another landmark episode! Will anyone survive this month's hysterical mayhem? Find out here!
* This month's ToyFare Specialty Price Guide features DC Comics toys and action figures. DC Comics fans have had many of their prayers answered by companies like Mattel and DC Direct. See how all of these figures are pricing in the marketplace, including the surprising hits and super-obscure favorites that command big bucks. DC Direct's all-new Kingdom Come action figures appear on this month's alternate cover to ToyFare #74.
* Marvel Comics fans will be thrilled to see the making of a Marvel Legends figure. We go behind-the-scenes at Toy Biz to see how a character is selected and designed as a Marvel Legends figure. Learn who will be next in this exceptional series and who is responsible for this fantastic design work. We'll also have information on all of the limited variant editions like the Doom-bot Dr. Doom figure and others.
* ToyFare's Top Ten list tells you which toys are the most in-demand this month, and which you should keep an eye out for. Ask the price guide editor your questions in "Dear Jon Letters." Plus, laugh your ass off at "Big Shots!"
* ToyFare has the most complete, full-color action figure price guide available. Track how much your figures are worth and which ones have changed in value!
* Whether you're a casual toy fan or an obsessive super-collector, you can't afford to miss this issue of ToyFare: The Toy Magazine!
Magazine (Kingdom Come toys from DC Direct cover)	$4.99
Magazine (G.I. Joe Vs. Transformers cover)	$4.99

INQUEST GAMER #101
EXCLUSIVE INDY CLIX FIGURE OFFER FROM WIZKIDS!
InQuest Gamer: The Gaming Magazine #101 premieres the newest Clix game from WizKids-INDY CLIX! See the newest figures from this set and get the inside scoop on how these figures can be played with Marvel and DC HeroClix.
* To coincide with Magic's 10th Anniversary, Wizards of the Coast is releasing a brand-new base set for Magic. Beginners, as well as Pro Tour players, will want to know what's in the set that defines the new Standard tournament scene. This issue of InQuest Gamer will show every single card in our massive 8th Core Edition Visual Players Guide!
* BEHOLD AN EXCLUSIVE TOP SECRET ANNOUNCEMENT FROM WIZKIDS! The creators of the hit collectible miniatures games, Mage Knight, DC/Marvel HeroClix and MechWarrior will premiere a new game in this issue of InQuest Gamer. What is it? Find out all the details in this issue!
* "Rate The Magic Sets" with InQuest Gamer #101. We rate every Magic set, from Alpha all the way to Scourge, and rank which we're the real winners and the snoozers. Snippet reviews and lots of behind-the-scenes entertaining tidbits on the cards!
* What's next for Mage Knight? After the tremendous success of HeroClix and MechWarrior, we revisit the great collectible miniatures game that started it all. Behold an all-new Mage Knight image on the cover to InQuest Gamer #101.
* Play your best with InQuest Gamer! Get the essential info you need as we provide the most up-to-date and complete news and previews of Magic: The Gathering, plus Yu-Gi-Oh! and HeroClix price guides. InQuest Gamer is the only magazine that features THE MOST COMPLETE MAGIC PRICE GUIDES and resources to put you at the top of your game.
Magazine (New Mage Knight cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Yu-Gi-Oh! cover)	$4.99

WIZARD ANIME INSIDER #9
Wizard Anime Insider #9 presents an exclusive WITCH HUNTER ROBIN EPISODE GUIDE. Bandai's hot new anime series about rival government organizations hunting down witches and the mysterious witch Robin who helps them, debuts this October just in time for Halloween. In this issue we'll feature a huge episode guide for the series, running down all the coolest things fans need to know! Witch Hunter Robin appears on this month's cover to Anime Insider.
* Get the ultimate Inu-Yasha map of Japan. The stars of Cartoon Network's anime hit "Inu-Yasha" search Japan for shards of a magic jewel. Beholds the comprehensive map of their greatest adventures, showing off their biggest villains and most dramatic tales!
* THE TOP 10 BEST ANIME... THAT YOU CAN'T SEE! Do you think America's got the best anime? Think again! There's much cooler, much hotter, much better anime back in Japan that just hasn't come out to America yet. We'll rank the top 10 best and give you clues on who might be trying to snag the rights!
* Meet super hot artist yoshitoshi ABe in an exclusive Anime Insider interview and sketchbook. Pioneer is releasing his newest series, "Haibane Renmai," and this issue of Anime Insider is there to get the scoop on it, why his shows are so weird, and why he spells his name that way. Plus, check out his amazing never before seen sketches!
* Go back to school with Azumanga Daioh! It will soon be time to go back to school, and nobody knows how bizarre and silly school can be like the kids in "Azumanga Daioh"-we'll show off the ins and outs, dos and don'ts of school with these students as hilarious teachers.
* This issue of Anime Insider also gets you the latest news and info on the latest anime DVDs! Get the scoop on all of the newest releases from your favorite studios and creators, along with where the coolest anime easter eggs are hidden on these discs.
* Anime Insider has it all-Dragon Ball Z, Inu-Yasha, Love Hina and Yu-Gi-Oh! along with the best anime news, Websites, videos, manga, toys, games, TV shows and more. It doesn't matter if you're new to anime or are a longtime fan-this magazine is the one to get!
Magazine (Yu-Gi-Oh! cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Witch Hunter Robin cover)	$4.99

WIZARD AUTHENTIC

THE DARKNESS #1/2 RARE FOIL EDITION
Written by Marc Silvestri featuring the Angelis attacking.  This is the perfect time to jump in on this special issue and because Top Cow is launching the Darkness again with a special this month, DF/WA will bring this to you!  And, since we're celebrating DF's 10th Anniversary, though it's said to act your age, we want to act our mental age, and are bring this to you at our mental age :-) (half our physical age), which is at the unbelievable price of just $5.00 each! Jump in now because you don't want to miss out.
FC	SRP: $5.00

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN IN WIZARD HAT LITHOGRAPH SIGNED
Signed by painter Alex Ross and definitive Spider-Man artist John Romita Sr! The cover to Wizard #100 is available from Dynamic Forces, Inc., and it's signed by painter Alex Ross with the man who helped inspire the definitive Spider-Man look for 40 years - John Romita Sr.  Printed on 80 LB Gallerie Art Silk Stock, these lovely lithos will be the cornerstone of your collection!  But hurry comic fans, as these lithos are limited to less than 100 units, and when they're gone, they're gone forever!
Lithograph, FC	$89.99

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #51 SIGNED
Signed by amazing cover artist Tim Townsend!
The follow up to Peter Parker and Mary Jane's decision! This issue is signed by cover -artist Tim Townsend, who helps draw all those cool curves on MJ!
FC	$19.99 Suggested Retail Price.

ULTIMATE X-MEN #21 SIGNED
Signed by artist Adam Kubert and Richard Isanove! Part 1 featuring the Ultimate Power of the Phoenix!  The Ultimate Hellfire Club!  And more!  Get it signed by two of the ultimate artists in comics today - Adam Kubert and Richard Isanove!!!!!!!!  Less than 100 available!
FC	SRP: $39.99

THE INCREDIBLE HULK #45 SIGNED
Signed by writer Bruce Jones! One of the pivotal issues of the Hulk is signed by superstar writer Bruce Jones!  Fans won't want to miss out on this once in a lifetime opportunity!
FC	SRP: $19.99

ULTIMATE X-MEN #30 SIGNED
Signed by artist David Finch! The Return of the King!  Cyclops versus Magneto!  David (The Canadian Killer) Finch signs these bad boys!
FC	SRP: $19.99

TOMBRAIDER SIGNED & LIMITED EDITION PRINT W/ART BY ROMANO
Signed by Romano! The Top Cow limited edition Tomb Raider print is finally available to comic fans through DF/WA!  Don't miss out, as there are only 250 of these signed bad boys in the world! Limited to only 250 in the world.
Print, FC	$19.99

ZEN COMICS

ZEN #4
by Steve Stern & Bill Maus
Zen and Nira face off against the human/alien terrorist alliance, with the fate of the New York City subway system hanging in the balance. Vox, the Cosmic Entity, pays a visit on Lt. Daphne Capshaw with unexpected results. The can't-miss conclusion to Zen's first story arc!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

